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Guide Lines for safe design of process plants
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This check-lj.st serves nainly as a lisl of subjects related to safety which have
to be taken ínto account when designing and constructing cheni-cal plants.
The list has been arranged in such a way that it is possible to judge the various
safety aspects of the subject according to their own merits - free frorn other
considerati.ons - during plant design.
It has been tried to compile this check-list so as to make it manageable by anyone,
in his own special field, who is engaged in the development, design and construc-
tion of a process unit.
To obtain maximurn reliability and hence availability of a plant the use of a check-
list is a necessity for any specialist, thus incorporating safety in every devel-
opnent and design stage. A number of questions concerning safety have been formu-
lated and put in l-ine, while at the same tirne possible answers have been indi-
cat e d.
Although the environnent will- often benefit indirectly from the safety measures,
the comrnittee does not consider itself conpetent to deal with questions pertaining
to environment and nuisance. But they do want to draw attention to the fact that in
tire sefection of a site for a new plant, environnental control and potential nuisance
are also important aspects that have to be studied at an early stage and in consul-
tation with the competent authorities.
Deliberatel-y it has never been the aim to refer to relevant standards, regulations,
directives etc. Ior the user of the check-fist it is recomnendabl-e, however, to
add these to the various subjects.
Undefined notions such as rranplerr, rrsaferr, rrsufficientrretc. should be used in
accordance with existing safety regulations, or be compared with the views of
such inslitutions as the various Inspectorates.
In this check-l-ist an attempt has been made to indicate the subjects by catchwords;
because not every subject lends itself to this systematization it has not been
stringently pursued.
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1. CHOICX, SITUATfON AND I,AYOUT OF SITE

ldhen considering the suitability of a site
for establishing a chemical plant it must
be investigated whether all the requiqite
safety conditions can be met on that parti-
cular site. If not then ttiis may irnply the
necessity of looking for a more suitable
site.

1.1 CHOICE AND STTUATION OF STTE

1.1.1 Dimensions of site

1.1.1.1 Size

The site should be large enough for a safe
layout of the indi.viduat plants- There should
be sufficient room for parking facilities,
platforns for loading and unloading, service
buildings, stores, storage tanks, purifica-
tion installations and possible future
ext ens ions .

'1.1.2 Nature of site; geophysícaf factors

1 . 1 . ?. 1 il/at erlevel-

The site should be safeguarded against
floods, high water table, strongly fluctu-
ating water table and similar.

1.1.2.2 Nature of the soil

The soil should be sufficiently firm to
prevent saggíng and sliding. The following
aspects are of inportance in this respect.

Settling

Settling of the soil can be expected in
areas where water is withdrawn, with back-
filled soil and near former refuse-dumps,
brooks and dikes.

Ground disturbances

Account should be taken of existing or
expected geological disturbances and mine-
disturbanc es .

Investigation of the soil acidity is
necessary.to anticipate possible chemical
attack of, foundations, cables, pipes, tanks

1.1.2.j Relief and slope

If a sloping site is sefected it should be
checked. which precautions are necessary to
prevent 1iquid.s, gases or fumes from reach-
ing lower levels where they nay constitute

a hazard.

1.1.J Clímalological conditions

Ior a fu11 evaluation of the safety neasures
to be taken at the site the clinatological
conditíons are to be considered.

1.1.3.1 Tn connecti.on with the dispersion of
volatile and inflammable and./or harnful sub-
stances over the site and the windward posi-
tioning of ignition sóurces a study of the
wind rose is necessary.

1.1.3.2 Calm conditions enhance the probabi-
lity of increased concentratj-ons of inflam-
nable and/or poisonous fumes and gases at the
site.
Owing to the presence of condensation nuclei(e.g. from cooling towers and very finely
divided liquid or dust particles) the pro-
bability of fog formation may be enhanced.

1.1.3.1 Precipitation and temperature

The influence of climatological factors
(such as precipitation and temperature) on
the safety of a process are discussed in
other chapters (civil-technical provisions,
equipment, and generaì- fire-fighting provi-
sions ) .

'1 .-1 .4 Accessibility of the site

1.1.4.1 Road traffic

The supply and delivery routes of raw materí-
als and final products should be safe with
respect to the nature of the substances.
Account should be taken of the ban on trans-
porti-ng certain dangerous substances through
lunnels (see also 1.2.4). Iurther, facilities
should be provided for the safe integration
of cars, lorries, cyclists, pedestri-ans etc.
fron the site into the flow of traffi,c.

1.1.4.2 Railway

If rail transport is required it should be
checked whether a safe connecti-on with the
existing railway systen is possible.

1 .1 .4.3 wat,er

The possibilities for safe mooring, loading,
unloading and manoeuvring of vessefs have to
be investigated.

1.1.4.+ External assistance

With a view to external assistance (fire
brigade, medical service) the access roads
should be free from obstactes such as 1evelrailway crossings, movable bridges, shunting_
yards and the like.



1 .'1 .) General provisions

1.1.5.1 Fire fighting

An adequate supply of water should be
avail-able.

1.1.5.2 Drainage

Draining of rain water, fire water and pro-
cess water should not only be technically
possible but should also be considered in
the Ìight of environmentaf controf.

1.1.5.3 Waste products

If waste products are produced then the
methods of rernoval, temporary storage, !ro-
cessing and/or destruction are to be studied.

a 4 c )' F-À--,,
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If energy is provided the reliabifity of
generation and its supply shoul-d be in-
vest igat ed"

1.1.6 Situation of site with regard to ef-
fects by and on the environment.

1.1.6.1 Environmental control

Factors concerning environmental control and
nuisance can be of decisive significance in
the selection of the site and for its situ-
ation (see preface).
Some industries are very sensitive to certain
types of air and/or water pollution. The
presence of hydrocarbons in the intake of aír
separation equi-pment and air compressors etc.
are exanples of this.

1.1.6.2 Adjacency

It should be investigated what is present or
in preparation at the adjacent sites, anci
what adverse interaction could ensue as a
consequence. Not only the normal process
conditlons should be considered in this case,
but in particular abnormal events, e.g. pro-
cess interruptions. Pipeline tracks nay
constitute a source of danger or be endanger-
ed by traffic or incidents in nearly
industries.

1.1.6.3 lgnition sources

fnternal and external ignition sources nay
mutually and adversely affect the safety of
the various industries involved. Xxternal
ignition sources may include adjacent public
roads, railways, overhead high tension cables,
and open fj-re on neighbouring sites.

'l-1-b-+ VrbTatlon

It should be checked whether nearby industnes
cause vibrations that are unacceptable for
sensitive instruments or equipment.
Further it should be investigated. how far
personnel are exposed or are going to be
exposed to sound nuisance.

1.1.6.5 Stacks and other high structures

If the site is situated in the neighbourhood
of an airfield it is to be investigated
whether stacks and other high structures will
constitue a hazard to aviation.

1.2 LAYOUT OF S]TE

1.2.1 Administration buildì.ngs, service
buildings and parking facilities.

1.2.1.1 Concentrations of people

Offices, laboratories, canteens and work-
shops where concentrations of people occur
shoul-d be adequately segregated from TLazar-
dous locations so that under normaÌ opera-
tional conditions as well as during inter-
ruptions they will be protected from hazards.

1.2.1.2 Internal traffic

In order to limit traffic, buildings that are
not directly invol-ved in the production
process (including general stores, water pre-
paration plants and simiÌar) shouLd be loca-
ted at the periphery of the site.

1.2.1.3 Parking lots

Parking fots for passenger cars, lorries,
road tankers and buses should be planned on
the outside of the site or entirely outside
the fenced area. A snooth dissolution of
traffic during rush-hours, and safe entries
and exits of parking lots and factory grounds
merit special attention.

1.2.2 Private roads and internaf railroads

1.2.2.1 Limitation road traffi.c

The rail and road plan should be such that
road traffic in the operating area is mini-
mised.

1.2.2.2 Accessibility

The roads should ensure adequate, multiple
access to factory buildings, installations
and stores (for service and fire fighting).
To this end in farge production units the
plant sections can be separated by roads. The
roadplan at and near the loading and unloaùing
bays should provide the possibility for the
vehicles to manoeuvre, wait and turn in a



-safe way.

1.2.2.3 Railwav lines

Railway lines should be planned at arnple
distance from hazardous process units, In
large production complexes a raílway line
traversing a production zone should be
avoided wherever possibì-e.
The place to l-oad, unload and shunt railway
wa8ons should be chosen such as to exclude
prolonged and./or frequent blocking of road
t raffic .

1.2.J Factories, process units, and auxil_i-
ary installations.

1.2.3.1 Si.tuation

Vulnerable- and potentiatly hazardous units
should be situaled such that in the event of
serious disruptions and incidents the conse-
quónces are locafized to those particular
unit s .

1.2.3.2 fn order to attain adequate nultiple
accessibility large instaflations shoufd be
buj.lt in an elongated manner (which is often
to the detriment of effective factory manage-
ment), or they should be devided lnto logical
units separated by compound roads.

1.2.3.3 l^Jhat is said in 1.2.3.2 arises from
the requirement that in order to fight a fire
effectively it is essential that fire water,
foam and the fike can be applied from several
directions. Further the water should be
drained in such a way that any inflanmable
liquids floating on the water are prevented
from spreading over other areas.
The site roads also serve as fire l-anes to
check the fire.

1.2.3.) lrlhen positioni-ng the equipnent and
the associated pipelines attention should
also be given to necessary future mainte-
nance, so that this can take place simply
(and hence also safely). lnctuaea herein-
should be routine internal and external
inspections, the removal and reinstallatiorr
of relief valves and siníÌar.

1.2.3.5 The advantages of installing equip-
ment whithin a building (protection of person-
nel and equipment against wind, rain and
frost) are to be balanced against the dis-
advantages (impediment in fire fighting,
poo"er dispersion of escaped substances in
nost cases and hence higher concentrations
with inherent toxicity and explosion hazards).

1.2.3.6 Pipe tracts

The instaflation should preferably be limited
by a pipebridge at one side only.
High vehicles, cranes etc. may damage pipes

if these are mounted above roads; these
overhead crossings should be limited.. If
feasj-bl-e use is to be mad.e instead of troughs
or channels. The equipment should be placed
in such a way that there is the smallest
possible chance of damage.

1.2.3.7 Installation with large quantities
of inflammable substances

Installatioús handling large quantities of
inflammable liquids or pressuri_zed gases,
where there is a hazard. of large escapes,
should be kept at such a safe distance frorn
open fires as the local situation demands,
taking into account the prevailing direction
of the wi-nd.. These installations include
storage facilities of inflarnmable liquids
Dh^ re5c^Ò

1.2"3.8 Potential ignition sources

When locating potential ignition source,s
such as flares, boiler-houses and switching
stations with respect to i.nstallations where
inflammable gases and tiquids are present
then the information gained from studying
the wind rose should be used.

1.2.3.9 Segregating high risk equipment

Equipment presenting a relatively greater
risk shoufd to a certain extent be kept
separated from other equipment.
Stations where extremely reactive substances
are mixed, or where very toxic and corrosive
substances are processed, and where pyro-
phoric substances are collected, should be
separated from areas where fire LLazard,
toxicity, corrosivity or reactivity may
cause damage.

1.2.3.1O Cooling towers

Cooling towers may cause mist and stipperi-
ness in and outside the fence. Cooling
towers should be placed in such a way as to
cause lhe least possible hazard by mist,
precipitated mist and frozen patches. The
use of aircollers may be conlenplated.

1.2.4 Iire fighting and rescue operations

.2.+.'t Ptultr.pIe access to the site

For effective rescue operations in the event
of cafamities adequate, muttiple access to
lhe site frorn several directions i"s desirable.

1.2.4.2 Location of mobile fire-fighting
naterial and ambulances

Mobile equipment for fire-fighting and rescue
operatlons should be stationed in a safe
place, but in such a way that il can readily
be moved to anywhere in the site.



1.2.J Localion of storage and loading facili-
ties

1.2.5.1 T,oading facilities, welgh-bridges

Warehouse for the storage of products,
loading facil-ities and weigh-bridges should
be positioned in such a way that traffic in
the operating area is minimised and can take
place over wide roads outside this area.

1.2.5.2 Storage

Storage of raw naterial, internediate pro-
ducts and final products in carefully eva-
luated quantities should be such that
- dependent on the vulnerability of the
packing and the stability, inflammability
and toxicity of the product - ample distance
is observed within the storage area as well
as with respect to production units and
buildings.
A cornbination of substances stored in one
storage area shoufd not constitute a greater
hazard than each indi-vidual substance stored.

1.2.5.3 T,arge tanks

Large tanks containing inflammabl e and/or
toxic or corrosive substances should be
placed in not more than two rows with a vieur
to the accessibility in the event of fire
fighting, rescue operations and maintenance.

2. PROCESS MATERTA],S

In ord.er to be able lo design a safe plant
one should be well informed about the pro-
perties of the materials that will be pro-
cessed or produced.. This comprises both
single and. mufticomponent systems.
The same is true for ancillaries such as
catalysts, medla for the transfer of energy,
and for products that may come about under
abnormal process conditions (e.g. on d.ecom-
position). For elementary concepts concerning
explosion reference is rnade to annex 1. In
particular the folfowing properties of sub-
stances are of interest in this respect.

2.1 PHYSTCAL PROPERTTES

2.1.1 Physical properties of solids

Sofids

These properties are:
- the temperature at which the solid phase

changes into the liquid phase. It is
desirable to draw up phase diagrams where
rrvu uuu4r,t t

- the particle size distribution, the
moisture content, the rninimum explosive
concentration and other factors in connec-
tion with the possibility of a dust ex-
-l ^ci ^-.!rvu!vrr t

- the appearance (flakes, crystals, prills
etc.) in connection with the possibility
of caking;

- the expansion coefficient (in connection
with rupture of the equipment);

- the solubility in the relevant liquid
nediurn in connection with plugging;

- the possibility of static charging.

2.1.2 P}rysical properties of liqui.ds, in-
cluding liquefied gases.

Liquids. includ"ine liquefied sases

These properties are:
- the temperatures at rihich solidification

and boiling phenomena occur, the possibili-
ty of under-cooling, and the vapour pressure
to temperature relation.
It is deslrable to draw up phase diagrans
where necessaryl

- the solubility or niscibility with other
substances; in particular with water (fire
I a8nr rng,r ;

- the viscosity (overheating);
- the density;
- the surface tensionl
- the expansion coeffícient;
- the possibility of static charging (see

publication rrHazards of static electricity
in the process industry'r).
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2.1.J Phrysícal properties of gases

These properties are:
- the expansion coefficientl
- the densj.ty with respect to air (ventila -

tion, concentration);
- the solubility in waterl
- the Joule-Thomson effect;
- the critical temperature and pressure;
- the possibílity of staLic chargíng (see

publication rlHazards of static electricity
in the process industry").

2.2 CHEMICAI PROPERTIXS

2.2.1 Direct fire-ri-sk

The followi.ng properties are greatly depen-
ding on, for instance, the process conditions,
the appearance (a.o. particle size), the
way and the time in which the energy is
supplied. The question which should be asked
time and again therefore is whether the
avaifable information is applicable as such.
Special attention should be paid to:
- the explosion llmits and the effect on

them by other substances (e.g. by inert
gas, oxygen etc. ) ;

- the flashpoint;
- the ignition temperature and energy;
- the possibility of fermentative heating

and auto-ignition (i.a. pyrophoric pro-
-^-+i^-\

2.2.2 Reactivity

Special attention should be paid to the be-
haviour with respect to oxj-dizing and redu-
cing agents, water including fire water,
air, steam, oxygen and materiafs of construc-
tion. This should be studied afso at tempera-
tures that might be reached in the process
under abnormal conditions. The possibility
of hydrate formation should not be over-
looked.

2.2.1 Instability

Special consid.eration should be gíven to:
- the possibility of forrnation and the

presence of instable compounds such as
peroxides, and the possi.bility of inflam-
mable and/or toxic decomposition products
being formed;

- the possibili.ty of auto-ignition or poty-
merization with strongly exothermaf effects
under abnormal conditions;

- the causes that may initiate the foregoing
processes, such as the sensitivity to
temperature, friction and,/or shock, the
catalytic effect of contarninants, the
acidity (pH) ana the moisture content.

2.] TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

2.3.1 General

Substances can cause poisoning in different
ways. After entering the human body irrita-
ting-burning effects on the mucous mernbranes
of the respiratory tract and/or digestive
tracts nay occur, but a change in bioÌogical
processes of the human body is also possible.
l{ith many substances the occurrence of acute
poisoning is very nuch. in the limelight in
practice. Other substances lead to predomi-
nantly chronic poisoning. Some substances
have carcinogenic properties.
The place where cancer will occur may be
dependent on the entrance route of the
substance or the place of contact. The extent
of toxicity is expressed in concepts as LD 5q
and LC lO.
Acceplable concentrations are expressed as
TLV and EPEL.
Consideration should be given to the fact
that great differences in individual sensi-
tlvity may occur, while also the effect of
some substances may be enhanced by the pre-
sence of other substances.

2.3.2 AssLnilation

Toxic substances may be assimilated via the
respiratory tract the skin, wounds or by
swallowing. Assirnilalion through the skin
via contaminated clothing is possible for
many substances.
l'/ith some substances the poisonlng that has
been contracted via the skin does not come
to light until later (phenol, hydrogen
ffuoride ) .

2.j.f Sorids

Apart from skin contact poisoning can also
occur by inhalì"ng fine dust particles. Some
substances cause an affection of the lungs
(pneumoconiosis); this can be incurable.

Z- r.+ l,lqurds

Liquid absorption can afso take place by in-
haling droplets.
Acids and bases have a burning effect on the
skinl solvents will often defatten the skin.

2.3.5 Gases, vapours

Many gases and vapours have an irritating
effect on the eyes, causing the secretion of
tears. Vapours of solvents often have a
narcotic effect.

Z.r.b Hadaoactrvrty

When dealing with radj.oactive substances the
type of radiatì-on, the half-life time, the
biological half-life tirne, the intensity of
the radiation, and the exposed" part of the
body are of interest in connection with rad.io-
t oxic ity.



2.J.1 ExpTanation of a few concepts

ID 50 (Iethal Dose 50)
Lethal dose JO is that dose whereby !O per-
cent of the experinental animals die within
a give time after administering of the
nat erial.
The lethal d.ose is mostly expressed ín ng/kg,.
bodyweightl the route of dosing and the ex-
perimentaÌ animal must be stated.

l,C 50 (Lethal Concentration 50)
Lethal concentration 50 is that concentration
whereby half the nunber of exposed anirnals
die after a given tirnel concentration in ng,/
m- or ppml the experímental animal must be
st at ed.

TLV (Treshold Limit Vatue)
Treshold limit value is the maximum permissi-
ble concentration to which workers may be
exposed for B hours a day and 5 days a week.

EPEL (Emergence Population Xxposure Limit)
Emergence public exposure limit is that con-
centration which can be borne for a given
períod of tíme by workers in emergencies for
a certain time without i.nflicting lasting
danage to heafth, but possibly causing
temporary nuisance or irritation or intoxi-
cation phenomena.

Remark
It should be noted that in thi-s connection
that the level of the odor threshol-d with
respect to TLV and EPEL is of great signi-
ficance.

J. REACTIONS, PROCESS CONDfT]ONS AND
DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS

In order to assess whether a production unit
cornplies with al1 the safety requirements
nade upon the process industry a disturbance
analysis of each unit is to be nade. Hereby
a step-by-step check i.s made of what hazards
may be encountered in the reactions under
the process conditions, and especially under
abnornal conditions.
The result of such a disturbance analysis is
that quite often a number of problems can be
discerned that origÍnate from the process
design. In order to sol-ve lhese problems
alterations in process and design may prove
to be necessary. Implementation of these
alterations can take much time unless a
disturbance analysis is carried out at a
very early stage.
Since the selection of the process and the
raw materials greatly affect the possíbility
of developing a safe undertakíng, the techni-
cal staff of the laboratory and the pilot
plant should discern the hazards alread.y at
an early stage. Before giving shape to the
plans to arrive at a production unit (pilot
plant, test- or comnercialinstallation) these
plans will have lo be submitted for discussion
to those who afterwards will be charged with
the project development, production, mainte-
nance, instrumentation, safety, fire preven-
tion and environmental control.
Apart from improving the safety aspects the
performance of a disturbance analysis
usually has also additional advantages such

- a more reliabfe process;
- an increased knowledge of the process;
- a better insight into the dependability

of the process.

A well-documented" disturbance analysis is
afso of great value for:
- discussions v/ith Government agencies or

ínsurance conpaniesl
- d.rawing up directions for service and

maÍntenance, and the training of executive
staff and operators.

If in connection with the resul-ts of a
disturbance analysis a process has undergone
several al-terations it is to be recommended
to carry out another, limited disturbance
analysis in order to check whettrer these
alterations are acceptable when irnplemented
i.nto the whole constell-ation.
The following ítems go further into perfor-
rning a tentative and a final disturbance
4!dìJùfÈ.
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J. ,1 REACTIONS

To be abfe to perform a di-sturbance analysis
for those parts of the instalfalion within
which the chenical reactions take place,
sufficient data will have to be known with
respect to the chenistry and thernodynamics
of these reactions. Very important data are:
- the heat developnenl as a result of the

desired reactions I

- the mutual dependence of reaction rate and
process variabÌes I

- the limits wlthin which the various pro-
cess variables are to be kept so as to
prevent undesirable reactions;

- the chemicaf and hence thermodynamic
consequences of faulty dosage in quantity
and./ox order of the reactants or ancilfa-
ries I

- what thermodynamic effects nay be encounte-
red as a result of the occurrence of
undesirable reactions which coul-d be
initiated by for instance a mechanicaf
failure (pumps, stirri.ng devices etc.),
contanination of lhe raw materials and
materials used, and a runaway of process
variables beyond the lirrrits necessary for
the desired reactions.

f.2 PROCESS CONDITIONS

J.2.1 Normal process conditions prevail when
the various values in the process are in
agreement wilh predetermined vafues for
optimal and safe procedures, or do not devi-
ate more from these than by predetermined
naximurn differences.

J.2.2 Abnormal process conditions prevail
when the relevant values get beyond the pre-
determined limits for optimal and safe pro-
cedures.

j.2.J Process conditions can be static or
dynamic. The fi"rst group (static) comprises
temperature, pressure and composition.
Ihe second group (dynarnic) comprises tempe-
rature course, pressure course, degree of
conversion, heat input and output, stirring
rate, gravlty acceleration ([ factor), purnping
rate, flow rate etc.

J.2.4 Normal process conditions can afso be
determined for situations other than routine
production, e.g. for starting and stopping
the installation.

3.2.5 \;lhereas process conditions frequently
have constant values in continuous processes,
normal process cond_itions in batch processes
may be coupled to a predetermined course of
the several values (for instance, on the
basis of periods of time).
In continuous reaction syslems the predeter-
mined values may in some cases be a function
of produclion capacity. Some rrnormaÌil process
conditions are also dependent on atmospheric

c ondit i-ons.

f ., DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS

J.J.1 Ientative disturbance analysis

3.3.1.1 General

To analyse the consequences of alf the situ-
ations that night present thenselves a
tentative disturbance analysis is made of
each process unit with the aid of block dia-
grans. In this analysis it is examined which
causes, as mentioned in f.4 may lead to ab-
nornal conditions (see 1.5), that could
i,nitiate critical situations such as fire or.
explosaon (see J.br.
On the basis of this examination safety
measures are laid down, such as instrumental
safety systems (see appendix chapter l),
alarm systems, relief systems and inter
locking devices, to prevent abnormaf condi-
tions and critical situations.
It should be realized that everything asso-
ciated with process control - hence also the
protective systems throughout the design -
will have to be considered as a coordinated
syst ern.

3.3.1.2 Block diagrams

In the block diagrams the reactions, process
conditions, quantities of raw and ancillary
materials, catalysts, intermediate and by-
products, tiaste materials (gaseous, solid
or liquid) are mentioned wherever possible.
In the tentative disturbance analysis one
finds out which data on lhe substances (see
chapter 2) and process conditions additional
information 1s needed to enable assessment
of the hazards.
With the aid of the results obtained one
arrives at the design of lhe installation
that is subject again to disturbance analysis.

J.J.2 FinaL disturbance analysis

For the final disturbance analysis the follo-
win6 information should be availabfe:
a. A list of process rnateriafs with relevant

data (see chapter 2).
b. A description of the process with naterj.al

and heat balances and a process flow-sheet.
c. A floor-plan with the location of the

various units (see chapter j) anù/or
rnaquet t es .

d. Piping schemes and/or maquettes.
e. A drawing with the h.azard classification

in terns of possible ignition sources sub-
divided into:
- elecbrical ignition sources;
- all other i-gnition sources (furnaces,

steampipes etc.);
f. Data concerning the enerry supply and its

reliability.
g. The process and instrumentatíon diagrams.

li



The following data shoufd be suppÌied withthese schenes:
- the. -quantities, pressures and tenperaturesof ife riedia present under normaltprocess

c ondit ions ;
- the piping including the accessories andtracing with diameter, rnaterial, pressurecfasses and temperature classesj '
- th_e safety devices, type (spring, weight,balanced, burstíng aisè etc.l, 3.t_pr"._sure, capacity, the ternperature up_ anddownstrean the device, lh" ,ay .rrà lo"._tion of discharge;
- the, mechanical protection systems, forlnstance in the shape of jnber]ocked

valves;
- the pi.eces of equipnent with the designpressure and design temperature, the

maxinurn working p""".r;rà to be expected,the construction material, the 
"o"kirr6temperature, the dirnensions, the "o""o"ioaand erosion allowance of the materiaÌ, theinsulation and the finish (see cirafler 4);- the punps, the compressors and suchllke wlththe design pressure and maxinum workirrgpressure to be expected, the constructionmaterial, the design tenperature and maxi_

mum working temperature to be expected,the punping head, capacity, type ot seafing,type of drive (turbine, eiect"ic notor etc.)'and type of pump;
- the.remaining pieces of equipment withnoving parts in connection with among otherthings the effect of the noving pr."f! onthe r:redium: the type, drive, rnàtàrial anothe way of .seatin! t"""-"rr"pt"""ij;-'
- the rneasuring and controf 

"-qlripr.r.i, ir_puÌse lines, control cta"acte"i.tió,capacity, alarm systern and the actions on:.mpu-Lse faifure.

f.4 CAUsEs oT ABNORMAL cONDTT]ONS

Abnormaf conditions can result fron manvfactors, such as
- disturbances in the supply, discharge andcircufation of process maierials/flàws;
- disturbances in the *rergy supply such aselectrlc power, water, Ài""m,'ai", tuefetc. ;
- disturbance Ín the measuring and control

equi-pment and the computer;
- the starting-up or shut_down of a processl
- naintenance activities;
- faulty actions, e.g. blockÍng in;- fouling, corrosion and erosian;
- fire in the neighbourhood;
- meteorological effects such as lightning,ga1e, frost , etc. I
- fernentative heatir,gl
-:tili" etectricity;
- tarL].ng equipment, accessories. packires

^+^ .

- animals (a beetfe in an afarm device, short_circuiting in high tension instattation tyratsJ.

t2

f .5 ABNORMAI, CONDTTIONS

The fol-fowing conditions are exanples of whatmay be considered abnorrnal:
- leakages, whereby substances escape or leakfron the outside"to the in"iau,-"i"rlia ."internal leakages from one 

"orpr"tr.ii toanother, for instance Ìeaking plp".-i" ."apparatus;
- ?_:lilg",in the proportion of reactantsl- lnterruption of the nixing or separationprocess by a failing rnixer or a blockedseparat or ;
- a change in temperature and./or pressure(a small change may initiate big effects);- conlamination of the reacting.if"tàrr".u

or flows (small anounts of afr o" offr"r.substances may have a catalytic 
"ff""i);- undesirable reacti

tion and a""orpouiflfrr:'"n 
t" polvmeriza-

- overfilling;
- blockage;
- undesirable backflowl
- loss of communicatior.

J.6 CRITICA], STTUATIONS

It should be investigated whether abnormalconditions could fead to criticat;i;;;;;""".A critical situation nay be p"esent when-there is an acute rlsk Lt ,"pt"ru 
-of'"i"ip_

ment or piping, leakage etc.This may result in, for instance:a. Fire and/or explosion or implosion.b. Escapes of hazardous substaices presentor formed during the escape.c. Escapes of hot or very cofd substances.d. Developrnent of roise. smoke, ;i;;-;;;:e. Escalation of the points mentionea-in-a. through d.



4. EQUIPMENT (íncfuding piping and acces-
sories )

4.t tnrnolucrrolv

The hazards associated with the use of equip-
rnent can be twofofd. Iailing construction
material of the equipment can give rise to a
hazardous situation, but also the function
and design of certain equipnent may involve
danger for the immediate surroundings.
In order to gain a better insight into the
possibilities which nay lead to the faillng
of equipment it is necessary to carry out
disturbance analyses as described in chapter
z
The hazards associated with equipment can
often be warded off by fitting safety devices,
by correct design and proper use. In order to
avoid unsafe situations al1 equiprnent should
be checked on which requirements should apply
with respect to design, choice of rnaterial,
construction, installation and special provi-
s ions.
As for the prevention of explosion hazards
reference is nade to annex rrExplosion
Prevent ionrr .

4.2 DESTGN

4.2.1 Explosion

If explosive conditions cannot be avoided in
the equipment it deserves consideration to
choose the design such that the explosion
pressure can be withstood. In many cases ex-
plosionproof design is preferable, primarily
for the protection of the surroundings.
If for technical or economic reasons this
cannot be reafized another solution can be
found by applying bursting panels, explosion
doors, or weak seams.
If one of these alternative solutions is
appli-ed the restriction holds that in the
design and the location of the equipment
the hazards resulting from the operation of
these safety are taken into account.
These hazards may be, for instance, ejection
of an explosion door or ejection of a flame,
or of undesirable substances.

+.1.1 IgnILLon sources

Attention shoufd be paid to avoiding as much
as possible the application of moving parts
which by friction or impact may give cause
to the development of sufficient ignition
energy in an explosive/inflammable atmosphere,
both inside or outside the equipment. Catching
foreign material that is capable of spark
fornation is a necessity in this connèction.
Igni.tion resulting fron discharge of static
electricity should also be prevented.
It shoufd also be borne in mind that spark
formation may occur in electric equipmènt.
Contact between hot surfaces and substances

having a low ignition temperature should be
avoided as much as possible.

+.2.J Pressure d].lterences

Altention should be paid to the hazard that
may occur when a high pressure system is
connected with a systern of lower pressure
via a control valve, a reducing vafve or a
by-pass (e.g. round a reducing valve, control
va1ve, a unit etc. ) .
In the aforementioned cases the low pressure
system should be able to stand up against the
same pressure as the high pressure system, or
should be protected by a safety device.
fn this connexion attention is drawn to the
hazards of cornplicated combined blow off
systems that can be closed, and to the
hazards of those systems, whereby safety
valves blow off into a system of lower pres-
sure (so-called 'rsilent blow offrr).
Heed should also be given to the possibility
of thermal expansion as a result of the heat
of the sun, steantracing, and possible conse-
quences of this, for instance, when blocking
in a cooling liquid in a heat exchanger or
when blocking in pipe sections.

4.2.4 Leakages

If there is a reasonable chance that a sepa-
rating wall will faif then attention should
be paid lo the possibility of a excessive
pressure rise on lhe low pressure side due
to the large pressure difference with the
high pressure space, in case of leakage.
\,fhen processing dangerous substances special
attention should be paid to the sealing of
rotating parts such as pumps, stirrers etc.,
in partlcular when high pressures are in-
volved. Double mechanica] seals may then be
imperat ive.
The seaf rnay be purged from outside by an
inert substance under a pressure lhan the
intervaf pressure.
Tn case of leakage if to atmosfere no hazard.
is created-

+.2.) .PIugglng

It is also posslble that plugging of the
equi-prnent takes place due to the nature or
constilution of the medium being processed,
which may resuft in a too high pressure.
The shape of certain parts of the equiprnent
may play an important role in this respect.

4.2.6 Pump capacity and breathing

!r'hen designing breathing and venting systens
the maxinurn purnp capacity and possible weathe
effects should be taken into account.

4.2.7 Vacuurn

When designing equipment attention should
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also be paid to the possible occurence of
vacuum as a result of:
- condensing steam in a closed space
- an insuffi.ciently vented space
- the sucking action of a punp or a compres-

sor etc.
Designing various types of equipment for
cornplete vacuum is to be recommended in many

4.3 cnorcu oF MATERTAL

l,rrhen selecting the material for the equip-
nent consideration should be given to the
following.

+.J.-l Uorrosron and eros']'on

When selecting the material consideration
should be given to the possibility of corro-
sion by the substances present, the possi-
bitity of erosion by solid and liquid parti-
cles, and a possible combination of these
two.
Besides attack and weakening of the material
on the spot itself corrosion can also cause
difficulties at a distance, for instance
by blocking tubes and equlpment owing lo the
accumulation of corroslon products. Also
other forms of corrosion, such as stress
corrosion, hydrogen corrosion, intercrystal-
line and transcrystalline corrosion etc.
should be considered, as well as corrosion
from the outside (especially underneath the
insulation) and corrosion by wandering cur-
rents in the case of underground piping.
In this connection the possi"bility of cathodic
protection is pointed out.

c.t.z l..jnemaca-L ellects

\,ihen selecting the rnaterial of construction
the possible occurrence of catalytic effects
of the naterial on the medium and vice versa
should be lnvestigated.

+.jt.J Resrstance

When selecting the naterial consideration
shoufd be given to the resistance of the
material (incl,uding synthelic- and packing
materials) with respect to the medíum (attack,
solution, hardening, swelling, deformation
etc.), vibrations, anticipated wear, and pro-
cess conditions.

4.3.4 temperature and temperature fluctuations

l',/hen selecting the material consideration-
should be given to the nornal process tempe-
ratures as well as to the maxinurn and minimurn
possible ternperatures occurring as a resuft
of dísturbances or under the inffuence of
weather conditions.
One sliould not forget the possible changes in
the structure of the material resulting from
large en frequent temperature fluctuations.
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q.J.5 Pressure and pressure fluctuations

When selecting the material attention should
be paid to the working pressure as well- as
to the maximurn possible pressures occurring
as a result of disturbances.
One shoufd also keep oners rnind open to the
occurrence of frequent pressure fluctuations,
vibrations, and the low cycle fatique of
steel types with high yield stress.

4.3.6 sparu -[ormation

When selecting the material consideration
should be given to spark formation owing to
friction or impact, especially when applying
rnateri-a1s of different hardness. If necessary,
sparkless materials shoul-d be applied for
e.g. rotating parts, hose couplings etc.

4.J.1 Static electricity

When selecting the material for V-belts,
hoses, filter bags etc. consideratlon should
be given to the desirability of applying
materials of sufficient electric conductivity.

+.J.Ò -Lnsulatron

If insulating qaterial is fil-fed in loosely
one shoufd keep onets mind open to the possi-
bility of this rnaterial getting into the
equipment.
lJhen selecting the insulating naterial consi-
deration should be given to the propagation
of fire via the insulating material, its ab-
sorption of inflantnable liquids, and the
development of a so-ca1led rrcold bridgerr.

4.4 coNsrRUCTroN

The following should be taken j-nto account
when constructing the equipment.

4.4.1 Meteo-effects

During construction of the equipnent conslde-
ration should be given to the critical wind
velocity in respect of ressonnance, snow and
wind 1oad, lightning etc.

4.4.2 Grounding and brldging

Attention must be paidrot}repossible occurrerre
of static electricity. To prevent energetic
discharges in an explosive/combustible medium,
equipment, parts and pipes should be el-ectri-
cally earthed or bonded.

+-4- I Vr bTatr on.s

The possi.bility of vibrations which may cause
fracture should be checked.
Mechanical vibrations mainly occur in and near
equipnrent with moving parts (e.g. pumps, com-
pressors, stirrers etc. ) .



Vibrations can also be caused by appreciable
velocity variations that may resull from the
operation of safety valves, control valves etc.
The own frequencies of equipment, pipework
and buildings nay amplify these vibrations.
For high-frequency vibrations see 4.4.5.

4.4.4 stresses

Possible stresses resulting from expansion,
contraction or the weight of the pipeline
and the product (expansion bends, expansion
bellows, flexible couplings and stayings)
need careful study.
These stresses often become manifest neàr
flange conneclions and brauch connections
on equipment and may resuli in fracture.
Also stresses resulting from reaction forces
may lead to fracture, for instance when
blowing off via safety valves that have not
been adequately rnounted or supported.

4.4.5 Noise

Production and propagation of noi-se should
be prevented if they do damage to the audi-
tory organs, interfere with communicatlon, or
deieriorate the physical and psychical condi-
t ions.
For the prevention of noise the construction
and design of potential sources are of irn-
portance (e.g. gear-boxes, compressors,
ventilators, shaping of pipes, and the
presence of reducing devices). Total or
acoustic enclosure should be considered (see
arso +. ). o ,r .

4.4.6 Seating

Generally speaking, the nurnber of seals
should be minimized.
The construction of the seals should fit irr
with the system.
In this connection the fol-lowing deserves
at t ent ion :

- seals should be effectively containedl
- ternperature and pressure fluctuations shoufd

be met efficiently;
- the use of, for instance, mechanical seals

may sometines be an adequate solulion. In
case of rotating parts mechanical seals
have the drawback that skilful fitting is
necessary, and that a leak may increase
rapidly;

- stuffing-box packings for non-rotating
parts are satisfactory in general, because
in case of leakage this will be insignifi-
cant initially, and maintenance is easyl

- if cooì-ing ís applied the coolant should
be chemically inert with respect to the
nani'.-.

- if hazardous substances are used the appli-
cation of a seal liquid may be consideredl

- with gas compressors constant supply of
seal liquid should be ensuredl also an
alarm in case of interruption of the supply

could be consideredl
- the use of imrnersion pumps.

4.4.7 Uoisting facilities

The necessity/desirability shoutd be studied
to provide the possibility of safe dismant-
ling and transport by fitting special provi-
sions such as e.g. hoisting lugs, by instal-
ling fixed hoisting equipment in appropriate
PrdL cò e uu.

4.5 LocATroN oF EQUTPMENT

When the location of equipment is determined.
following points need attention:

Detonation and decomposition

If it is not possible to prevent a rapid de-
cornposition, a homogeneous explosion anò,/or
a detonation al all times, and this possi-'
bility cannot be circumvented in the design
then erection in suitable bunkers should be
c ons i dered.

4.5.2 Consequences of fire and explosion

Ìlquipment constituting an increased risk
should be set-up in such a place as to cause
the least possible secundary damage in case
of an incident.

4.5.3 LeaXage and spillage

The construction of trays, sumps, bunds etc.
to collect and remove the substances should
be considered.
fnflammable and hazardous substances in those
places where they can regularly be drained
off (e.g. when draining, sampling etc.) should
be collected in a closed system in such a way
that they cannot spread over floors or in the
atmosphere.
Tn special cases such as for instance when
using chlorine and phosgene a safe removal of
the gases lo a disposaf system should be pro-
vi de d.

4.5.4 Accessibifity

,Good accessibility that operations, is essèrl-;
tial to ensure that Ìnspection, nai-ntenance,
repairs and fire-fighting can be carried out
unimpeded. Also adequate fa-cilities for ente-
ring equipment shoulC be present, such as
platforns, slairs, manholes etc.

4.!.! Protection of personal

The occurrence of injuries as a consequence
of touching hot pipes, falling and burnping
should be nininized. Fitting bare pipes that
will be heated within reach, and placing
valves, pipi"ng and other parts of equipment
at head levef or inside the gangwavs are to
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be avoidedl if this i.s not possible then
adequate padding should be applied.

4.5.6 moise

Bothersone and offensive sound that can pro-
pagate and be anplified via pipework, buil-
dings or construction parts, even if the sour-
ce is acoustícally enclosed, ís to be preven-
t ed.
The following measures rnay serve to abate
noise:
- installation of noise sources on resil-ient

mounting systensl
- conplete insulation and acoustic enclosure

of energetic sound sources by isolated in-
stal-lation outside buildings, and fitting
flexible pipe-sectíons betÌ^reen noise
sources and connected piping;

- no or absorbing contact between pípes, waI\
floors etc.

4.5.7 stresses

Care shoufd be taken that no undesirable
stresses wil-I occur when pipework is rnounted.
Anple facilities shoul-d be provided for
expansion or contraction when the temperature
íncreases or decreases.
The pipes should be wefl a1lígned so as to
prevent forcing them when they are being
connected since this might give rise to
stresses.

4.6 sPncrAL pRovrsroNs

Ia addition to the necessary protection of
equipnent against overheating, overpressuri-
zing, overfil-ling etc. (see annex chapter J),attenti.on should be paid to the following.

4.6.'1 Energy interruption

In nost cases it is undesirabl-e if electri-
ca11y tlriven equipment is automatically set
ín operation as soon as pohrer supply is'
resuned.
When power supply ís interrupted there must be
a possibí1ity to switch over to another energy
supply for vital parts of the equipment.
],{here necessary delay systems should be in-
corporated to prevent unnecessary shut-downs
in case of very short interruptions.

4.6.2 Uxplosion prevention

Xxplosive reactions can sonetimes be preven-
ted by:
- additional cooling
- adding inert gases
- aclding catalyst poison
- eliminating ignition sources.
At an early stage these reactions can sone -tines be stopped by a suppression system.

l6

4.6.3 Detection equipment

It deserves consideration to investigate
where and to what extent the application of
detection equipnent to signalize ínflammable
or explosive nixtures and the presence of
toxic substances is useful or necessary.
The same goes for the detection of overheating
of.equiprnent by e.g. infrared, colour changing
paint , etc.

4.6.4 llame arrestors

In places where ffashback may occur ffame
arresting d.evíces are to be used.

4.6.J spark arrestors

Spark arrestors are to be used in those places
where sparks may constitute a hazard (e.g.
on exhausts of internal combustion engines).

4.6.6 Freezing and solidifying hazards

Measures shoul-d be taken to prevent undesi-
rable soli.dj.fications and freezing.
1, a - ^ -a.o. / uooes.

Identification of piping, valves etc., and
the use of safety symbols in appropriate
places is strongly recommend.ed.
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5. THE STORAGE AND HANDLING OF DANGEROUS

SUBSTANCES

5.1 THE STORAGE OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES

The conditions laid down with respect to the
safe storage of dangerous substances take
into account the nature and quantities of the
substances. Dangèrous substances may be sto-
red in druns, cylinders or tanks. A number
of fundamental aspects of storage, however,
mean that there are certain subjects to which
attention must be devoted in the storage of
dangerous substances irrespective of their
nature and the way in which they are stored.
The kind of measures which such considera-
tions will call for, however, will depend
entirely upon the actual type of storage in
question and wil-l differ accordingly. This
section will attempt as far as possible to
give the essential points on1y.

J.l .1 ThLe d.anger

5.1.1.1 Nature of bhe dange"

One of the first points which one must esta-
blish is the nature of the danger. This may
be:
- flammability
- explosiveness
- reactivity
- radioactivily
- stability
- toxicity
- possible fire'promoting properties (see

also i'ectron zl.

5.1.1.2 Size of storage unit

The nature of the danger and the scale of
storage together determine the size of the
theoretical danger. The first question there-
fore must be what is the total rnaximum permis-
sibfe amount that may be stored. This applies
equally wefl to a tank farn for l1qulds,
consì-gnments of drums, and the storage of
cylinders, for example, of gas. This prin-
ciple even applies to the bulk storage of
solid.s; the sort of point to consider in such
cases is the size of the bays and/or sheds.
The sj-ze of the danger is also dependent on
the distance from centres of population,
public roads etc. Generally speaking centra-
lization of the storage of dangerous sub-
stances is a help when it comes to providing
the necessary facilities, but conslderation
must be given, in connection with what has
just been saíd, to the establishnent of
limits for the maximurn total amount to be
slored in any one area.

5.1.1.3 Distances

The size of the danger will determine the
effect on the i"mrnediate environment in the

rn will
depend the appropriate selection of distances,
reLevant considerations being:
- distances betkleen the storage units them-

s elve s
- distances from storage units

the plant
- distances from storage units

po int s

to parts of

to loading

- distances from storage units to site roads
and railways

- distances from storage units to site limits
- distances frorn -storage units to office

buildings
- distances from storage units to centres of

population and public roads.

J.1.2 SÌ:orage possibilities

5.1.2.1 Form of storage

In certain situations it is possible to make
a choice from various different forms of
storage each having ils attendant risks.
Liquified gases for exanple nay be stored
under pressure or at low tèmperature under
atmospheric pressure; flammable liquids in
ground-1evel tanks, underground tanks or in
tanks on mounds.

5.1.2.2 Choice of storage

The form of storage selected will depend on
the potential danger, the distances listed
under l.'1.1.2 and the risk of an incident.

J.1 .J Pxecaut ions

5.1.3.1 General precautions

In order in the first place to prevent inci-
dents and, secondly, in the event of an inci-
dent to be able to act swiftly, attention must
be devoted to a number of general precautions

- more than one point of access to the storage
areas, roorns or sheds

- roads and gangways between the tank pits,
tanks, piles, pallets, piles of sacks etc.
of adequate width

- good accessibility to the storage units,
e.g. not nore than two rows of tanks in a
tank pit

- adequate lighting of storage sites, in sheds
and stores etc.

- good communications with other locations on
site (telephone, aì-arm systern)

- good ventilation of storage shedsl in the
case of storage of flammable substances,
forced draught ls sometimes necessary (on
account of vapour densities)

- avoidance of storage of substances that
react with each other in adjacent tanks
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or other storage units.

5.1.3.2 Special Precautions

Depending on the nature of the substances
stored special precautions are sometimes
,r"""""n"!. Consideration should be given to:
- the efiect of temperature on reactive sub-

stances (protective measures against di-
rectly radiated heat)

- the eifect of the presence of alr in contact
with highly flammable or reactive sub-
stances may necessitate the use of an inert
atmosphere (a blanket of nitrogen .or carbon
daoxade,

- urhere flammable substances are stored in
spherical tanks or saddle tanks, considera-
tion must be given to whelher or not it is
necessary to rnake the ground slope and pro-
vide a system for trapping any liquid that
leaks

- where liquefied toxic gases are stored,
neasures to enable swift action to be taken
in the event of najor leakages in order to
mininize evaporation (collection systems'
foam systems)

- where à.rrg""o,r.li-quids or gases are stored'
the discharge capacity of safety valves
should be such that the vapours resulting
from the heat ffux of a nearly fire can be

relieve d

- the location of the vent to atmosphere of
safety valves and locations where the
liquids or gases can be destroyed if
,t"".t=t"y. The nore so 1n the case of
toxic liquids and gases.

- precautions in the case of storage of
à.rlg".o.tu liquicts or Sases to prevent
overfilling of containers

- the use of flame-arrestors in the storage
of flanmable liquids or gases' (Flame-
arrestors are often rernoved in winter)

The instal-lation of permanent firefighting
equipment should also be considered (sprink-
lér iystems, foam or halogen firefighting
systerns). In the case of larger tanks, the
ule of a floating roof or some sysilem of redu-
cing evaporation must be considered' Where

fl-ammable substances are concerned, the
sizing of the drainage systern of the area
round the storage site (à.g. the tank pit)
must also be based on the capacity of the
available firefighting and/ox cooling system'

5.2 THE HANDLING OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES

At points where lines and hoses have to be

"on-pt"d 
to transportable tanks, uhich during

loaàing and discharge are often open to at-
mosphere, the risk of leakage of dangerous
tiquids, vapours and gases is present to
. tio"" serious extent. The location of the
installation, the installatíon itself , safety
precautions a,nd operating proced'ures must
lake into account the greater lnazarò"

l8

J.2.1 Selection of the loading site

5.2.1.1 Surroundings

Under normal handling procedures, and even in
the event of a serious leakage, any substan-
ces released may not form an inadmissable
inazaxd, for lhe surroundings. On the olher hand

the surroundings (furnaces, rail and road.

traffic in the vicinity) may not form an
unacceptable hazard for the loading operations'

5.2.1.2 Distance

The distance between the loading site and the
storage slte must at least comply with the
pertaining guidelines and regulations'

5.2.2 Roads and railways (see also Section 1)

5.2.2.1 Access roads

The loading site access roads must be so

routed that they anoid the other danger zones

of the p1ant.

5.2.2.2 Trafic densitY

The traffic density in the vicinity of the
loading site must be kept to a minimum'

5.2.2.7 Level location

Road.s and railways must be perfectly 1eve1
where vehicles and rolling-stock await
loading, to avoid the risk that cars start
moving in advertentlY.

5.2.2.4 obstruction

Ample facilities for manoeuvring, shunting
anà parking must be provided' Railway loading
sitei must be so arranged that roads are never

blocked as a result of shunting or waiting'

5.2.2.5 Siting near buildings

Weighbridges, administrative sections (dis-
p.tan ottices), queueing and parking. facili-
iies nust be so laid out as to promote swift
and safe completion of the loading procedures'

J.2.J Melhoùs of loading and unloading

The selection of the product-handling system
depends on the properties of the substance'
Thè following factors should be taken into
ac c ount :

- the properties of the substances to be

ro"aàa '(see section 2o process substances)
- the risk of the fornation of explosive

mixtures of vapour anó'/ot: d-ust and air'
and waYs of Preventing this

- the degree to vrhich the escape of liquids,
gases and vapours must be prevented (use

of cl-osed svstems)
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- the extent to which it 1s necessary to di-
rectly interrupt the product delivery
(emergency stop).

5.2,4 The design of the loading site

2.1.^. r ACCeSSrOaLlty

Good accessibility to rail- and road tank-
cars, and ships by way of, loading stages,
ramps and docks with suitable escape routes
is a must. In the case of ships, two points
of access should always be provided.

5.2.4.2 Leakages

Facilities rnust be provided for catching and'
safely draining away leaking liquids and./or
rendering them harmless.

5.2.4J Discharge

Provisions must be made for discharging
the cargo of a transport tank both in part
and in whole (e.g. in the case of ote"iil-
ling or a returned off-specification product).

t.è.+.+ Equipment

Lines pumps and other equipment must be loca-
ted such that lhe risk of damage from colli-
sions is excluded, or alternai:ively, other
measures must be taken to prevent such acci-
dent s.

5.2.4.5 Loading bays

Loading bays must be claerly marked and
wheel chocks and brake drags must be availa-
ble.

5.2.4.6 Earthing

Adequate equipment must be available for
earthing transport units and other equipment.

5.2. 4.7 Communications

Provisions must be made for adequate cornnuni-
cation between the operating personnel.

2.t.+.ó Ltghtlng

Adequate. lightlng (including energency
lighting) must be provided.

5.2.4.9 Protective clothing etc. and fire-
fì.ghting equipment

Suitable personal protective clothing and
equipment, emergency showers and firefighting
equipment must be provided in sufficient
quantities and at strategi.c points, so arrang-
ed that they can be reached at all times
irrespective of the direction of the wind.

1.2.1 Pumps, lines and ancillary equipment

5.2.5.1 Flow rate

For the estabfishnent of pump capacities and
line diameters and also in the use of filters
and other ancillary equipment, the most im-
porlant factor is the safe flow rate to pre-
vent dangerous levels of efectrostatic
charging when handling low electro-conducti-
nity liquids.

5.2.5.2 Safe distance

Punps and ancillary equipment should prefera-
bly be fitted in rigidly mounted pipe sections
and at a safe distance from the loading
point, but at the same time be easily acces-
sible. It is also desirable to fit an emer.-
gency cut-off valve that can be operated
from a safe distance, and also to fit an
emergency stop system on the pumps.

É î E ? ri-^^)...).) tLtLcÈ

Solid lines are preferred. Where the use of
hoses is essential these should be:
- inspected and approved
- capable of withstanding the highesl possi-

ble operating pressure
- suitable for the substance to be handted.
Regular replacement of the hoses should be
considered. Provisions must be made to pre-
vent hoses and coupÌings from being dragged
along the ground in view of the risk of
sparks and to avoid danage and contamination.

5.2.5.4 Couplings

An adequate stock of adaptors and coupfings
must be avaifable so that a safe connections
can always be made.

5.2.5.5 Uncoupling

Provisions must be made for depressurizing
delivery lines and hoses and letting them
drain before they are uncoupled.

).2.6 Safety d.evices and interlocks

5.2.6.1 Overfilling

In cases where filling to above the maximum
allowable fevel could give rise to critical
situations, two ind.ependant filling control
systems must be provj-ded. One of these being
a continuous measurenent made by a calibrated
method. The prime purpose of measurenents
T1d" 1]g]-lrg filling is to prevent overfilling
(ln cer[aan cases measurernenr by means o-C
weighing may be appropriate). tinking the
measuring device to an automati-c cut-off
mechanism wilf reduce the chance of overfil_
1ing.

I
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,.2.6.2 T,eakages

It must be possibÌe to swiftly interrupt the
delivery of liquid in the event of serious
leakage (emergency stop for the purnp, non-
return valves, remote-contro11ed, quick shut-
off valves and flow fimiters can all be em-
ployed as precautions in case of fine failure).

,.2.6.1 -Lnlerlocl(1ng

Consideration should be given to the necessi-
ty of interlocking rail points, barriers etc.
and pumps. In certain cases it is advisable
lo consider an interlock system between the
earthing circuit and the pump.

6..HANDLING AND REMOVAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
PRODI]CTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

For loading and unl-oading of dangerous goods
reference is made to 1.2.5 and, 5.2.
The transport of dangerous good.s via roads
and inland waterways should comply with the
Dangerous Goods Act and the Transport
Regulations for Dangerous Goods based on thj-s
Act, with the annexes ADR (roads) and ADNR
(lnlana waterways).
For the transport of dangerous
the RTD annex '1 of the General
Regulations and of the Tramway
holds in the Netherfands.
Ior the disposal of waste products into the
air, the disposal via sewers, or for tipping
these on refuse-dumps numerous acts apply
such as the nuisance Act, the act concerning
air pollution, the act concerning pollution
of surface waters, and Provincial and Municí-
pal Regulations. In preparation is a bill
concerning the disposal of wastes: the chemi-
cal wastes act.

6.2 ASPECTS oF DISPOSAL

When the release of waste products is antici-
pated consideration shoufd be given to among
other things:
- the way of disposal: continuous or discon-

tinuous in the air (height, diameter and
location), via soil, sewer or means of
transportation (road, rail or waler);

- the cornposition and quantity of waste pro-
duct per point of disposal and per unit
of tirne, the disposal rate and temperature
both under normal and abnormal conditions;

- the hazard aspects and properlies of the
substance per poi-nt of disposal (see sec-
bion 2);

- the fire prevention (see section 9);
- the existing or expected conditions for

disposal;
- the control and

of disposal such
truction plants
cular in case of

supervision of lhe points
as flares and other des-

(see section 3), in parti-
discontinuous disposal.

goods by rail
Transport
Regulat ions

6.f REDUCTIoN oF DISPOSA],

Improvements per point of disposal can
bly be attained by:
- burning the substance to be disposed

taking into account the products that

possr--

may
be releasedl

- conversion of the substance to be disposed
of to one which is more acceptabl-e to the
environment:

- returning the substance to be disposed of
to the process;

- process alterations reducing the quantity
of waste products, or rendering them more
suitable to processingl
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- using the waste product as raw materiaf.

Remark

Tn thi.s item the protection of the environ-
ment is most pronounced; the inprovernents
should not be implernented, however, at the
cost of safety.

7. CIVTL ENGINEERfNG ASPECTS

In the design, building and maintenance of
plant installatj.ons attention must be devoted
from the point of view of safety to the fol-
Ìowing civil engineering aspects (see also
section 1 ).

7.1 THE GROUND

7.1.1 SoiL structure

It is common knowledge that different types
of soil have different properties. Alterna-
ting stress patterns, compressive strength,
sloughing, perrneability and vibrations can
all- affecl the bearing capacity of the soil.

1.1.2 SojL conditions

Well before the design of a plant installa-
tion, thorough soil tests must be made to
establish i:he character of the ground and
its mechanical properties and hence its
bearing capacity.

1.1.J Lcidíty

A test must be made to establish lhe acidi-
ty of the soil in view of the possibility
of attack of the foundations, cables pipes
and underground tanks etc.

f.1.4 Ground movements

fn addition to natural settlement, regular
or irregular settlement resulting from water
extraction, infill, old rubbish durnps, o1d
creeks and dikes etc. must be taken into
account. Attention nust afso be devoted to
existing or expected subsidence caused by
mining, naturaf gas production, salt extrac-
tion and the geolegical structure.

?.1.5 T}re ground surface

At points where feakage can be expected the
ground nust be duly treated if necessary.

7.1.6 TYre water table

Variations in the water table, includì.ng Ìong_
tern variations, must also be taken intÀ
ac c ount .

7.2 FOUNDAT]ONS

7.2.1 Soif tests

The results of the soif tests along with the
static and dynamic loads to be expected must
be taken into account in the design of the
foundations. Inad"equate foundations can
result in the fracture of Ìines and uneven
settli.ng of equipnent, installations and
tanks.

2l



?.2.2 Natural frequencies

In the case of the foundation of machines,
care must be taken to ensure that the natu-
ral frequency of the spring mass system of
the piÌes does not coincide with that of the
machine.

7.2.J Flow side

AÌlowance must be made for the increased
settlement of the foundations as a result of
vibrat ions ( flow slide ) .

7"2.4 Viscosity changes

Allowance must be made for the increased
settlement of friction piling as a result
of viscosity changes in the Eround caused
by vibrations.

7.2.5 \lnwanted vibrations

The foundations and mountings of machines
giving rise to vibrations must be so designed
as lo transmit the least possible vibration'
Unwanted vibrations caused by pile-driving
activities in the vicinity of installations
must be avoided and there are a number of
special methods that can be employed in such
cases.

7.2.6 Tank foundations

The bearing capacity of the sub-soil in th-'
case of tank foundations must be consistent
beneath the vihole foundation in order to pre-
vent uneven settlernent. The composition of a

tank foundation rnust be such as to prevent
attack and weakening of the base. The sloping
face of the foundatlon to the surrounding
area musl be given a waterproof revetrnent so
that rainwater dripping off the lanks cannot
weaken the foundations. A certain amounl of
even settlement of a tank is tolerable provi -
ded that this is taken into account in the
design of the pipe work.

7.] DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Depend.ing on the substances to be removed,
drainage systems are potential sources of
danger because of the possibility of the for-
mation and distribution of explosive gas and
air nixtures. Dangerous substances can also
be transported via sewers to parts of the site
at which the necessary safety precautions
relating to d.angerous substances are not taken'
The general drainage scheme and the detail
design of the civil engineering aspects there-
of must therefore not only take account of tle
capacity and construction materials etc. of
the system but afso of the possibility of the
lormation of explosive gas and air mixtures.

A distinction can be drawn between sewers
accord.ing to function; whether they are for
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the removal of:
- rainwater and other meteoric water
- coolinguater
- chemicallY Polluted water
- oil-polluted water
- domestic waste water.

The function in turn will determine the
choice of design;
r open drains
- hatf-full drains
- flooded drains.

1.J.1 Junctions

At the junction between two different drains,
suitable precautions must be taken to ensure
that therè can be no movement from the sectior
of sewer carrying the most d.angerous medium

to the less hazardous section. Adequate pre-
cautions must also be taken at such junctions
to deat with the possibility of liberation
of dangerous vapours.
Where different sorts of waste water come

into contact care must be taken to ensure
that no undesired. reactions can take place'

J.J.2 CapacítY

The capacity of the sewer must be matched to
the maiimum rainfall rate (in the Netherlands
25 nn/hov,r) or, lhe maximum volume of fire
rnt"t., which ever is the greater' The naximum

vofune of fire water being the waler from
permanent firefighting and cooling systens
-plus w.ter frorn mobile units. Allowance must

àlso be made for blockage of drains by lieces
of insulalion and other materials that could
get carried inti the drainage system as a

resuft of firefighting operations'

t z ? M-róri5lq
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The construction material of selver pipes
must be appropriate for the properties and
condition of the media to be removed'

7.r.4 ltexible connections

Connections from process plant on a firm base
to unsupported drainage systems must be

flexibte enough to prevent fractures.

J .J.J l\ecYLanical loading

Where drains are subject to mechanical load
(under roads), adequate measures nust be

taken to protect them-

?.4 ROADS

'/.4 "'l Hoads svst em

See Section 1 for details of the road system'
The road system should be laid out with a

view to ensuring ready access by fire appli-
ances, ambulances etc. lo the scene of an
accident.

,trfl



7.4.2 Materials

In the selection of surfacj-ng materials for
the loadíng site possible reactions of spil-
led substances (liquid oxygen) wíth the road
surface must be taken into account. Allowance
rnust also be nade for other forms of attack.
'/ .u . j Road construc Laon

The roads must be designed for a rnaximum
permissible load that is high enough for all
normal trafic including fire appliances etc.
The rnaximum perrnissible loads on bridged,
syphon crossings and jetties must be clearly
indicated; vufnerable spots must be protected
(guard rails etc. ).

7.5 BUILDTNGS (see also Section !)

7.5.1 Internal arrangements

The internal arrangements of a building must
take into account the hazards of fire and
explosions and the possible presence of
asphyriating or toxic substances.
This is particularly applicable to modifi-
cations of production facilities especially
in the case of existing areas that were not
originally designed for such purposes
Factories and work places are often subject
to various acts and the buífdings nust there-
fore conply with these.
In many countries the plans must be submj-tted
to various governnent bodies for approval.

7.5.2 Materials

The materials used nust be both chemically
ancl physically as resistent as possible to
weathering and any substances refeased into
the atmosphere, or nust be adequately pro-
tected. The harmful effects of the products
of chemical compounds refeased frorn the
building materials used or other substances
present as a result of fire, must al-sobe taken
into account.

7.5.3 Construction

The method of attachment of cladding, windows
and the like requires special attention in
view of the high wind loads that can be
expected. Processes i-nvolving an expÌosion
hazard should generally be carried out in a
safe pì-ace in the open air or in bunkers.
l{here, under normal circumstances, there is
a risk of explosion outside pieces of equip-
ment but within a building, the building
nust be suitably designed to reduce the
violence of such an explosion (e.g. collap-
sible walls and a light roof structure).
Where the explosion force can be expected
fron outside, the appropriate design features
nust also be incorporated. The vacuun that
occurs after an explosion sornetimes does
more damage than the initial pressure wave.

7.5.4 Ventilation

lr/here ventilation is provided by drawing in
outside air a system should be provided for
stopping the draught i.n the case of, for
example, a gas alarm outside the building.
Where gas detection equipment is provided
it can be linked automaticallv to the venti-
fation system cut-off. Other measures may be
necessary where special fifters are fitted
in the air inlet. Where there is a risk of
an explosive mixture in an extraction system
any source of lgnition in the system must be
avoided. The capacity of a ventilalion
system must be such that the fornation of
explosì-ve mixtures or concentrations harmful
to health is prevented, or that if such situ-
ations do arise, they are quickly corrected.

7.6 ADDITIONAL POINTS RELAT]NG To INSTALLATIONS

7.6.1 Design

In addition to the strenght requirenients of
the struclure to meet static 1oads, allo-
wance must also be made for the effects of
dynamic Ìoads like vibrations, expansion and
contraction due to temperature changes, and
possible explosions. fn lhe case of very
large dimension like large tanks, checks
roust be rnade to establish whether the foun-
dations will take the extra forces due to
low pressure on the leeward side in strong
winds. The static load to be used lor desígn
purposes must where necessary be based on
equipment filled with liquid if for inspec-
tlon purposes for example such equipment
is in fact filled with liquid although under
normal operating conditions it contains gas.

7.6.2 Floors platforns and stairways

The ways up to operating platforms and work
floors must be safe to use, viz. verticl-e
ladders, for example, should be caged-in
and their length should be kept to a minimum.
Floors, platforms and treads of stairs must
be anti-slip. Where there is considerabfe
danger of fire or agressive substances, it
may be advisable localLy to use closed floors.
Catvralks between distillation columns and the
like may not be so stiff that they affect the
stability of the installations.
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8. DrvrsroN oI srrEs rN AREAS

8.1 Although a pfant should be so designed as
render it impossible for inflammable sub-
stances to escape from the equipment into the
open air, this possibility can never be comple-
tely ruled out.
In order to red.uce the chance of a fire or
explosion in such cases the possibility of
ignition of an inflammable gas/air mixture
should be rninimized; the location of
ignition sources plays an important part in
this respect.
In areas where an inflammable gas/atr mixture
may be encountered a great deaf of attention
should be paid to the design of electrical
installat ions.

8.2 to enable the optimal assessment of the
necessary special provisions for electrlc
installations - respectively to enable the
right choice of electric equipment suitable
for this application - hazardous areas for
gases and vapours are divided in zones that
are closely related to the degree of pro-
babi.lity to which an explosive gas mixture
may be present.

8.3 tn sequence of decreasing propability of
an explosive mixture in hazardous areas the
following zones are distinguisted.

Zone O

An area within which an explosive gas rnixlure
is present permanently or for prolonged
pe rio ds.

Zone 1

An area within which the probability of an
explosive gas mixture is high under norrnal
operating condltions.

Zone 2

An area (only under abnornaf operaling con-
ditions) in which the probability of an ex-
plosive gas nixture is 1ow, and in which
such a mixture, if present, will only exist
for a short time.

Unclassified zone

An area not covered by the foregoing zones.

8.4 fn view of the significance of a justi-
fiable division into areas with regard to
electric equipment reference is made to the
various national and international codes.

9. FIRE PROTECTION

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Fire protection consists, on the one hand,
of measures to prevent the occurrence and
limit the spread of fire and' on the other
hand, of measures to effectively fight the
fire once it has started.
Fire prevention measures include specially
designed features in buildings and plants'
efficient detection and alarm systems and
thorough training of staff, etc. Control-
measures include fire brigades' firefighting
equipmenl, automatic and non-automatic
extinguisher systems, etc. Before implemen-
ting fire prevention measures it is advisable
to become fully acquainted with the existing
situalion, the current standards and the
possible consequences of fire in the area in
question. In some cases a careful study can
provid.e optimum security by simplifying or
reducing the number of systerns to be used
and./or rationalizing the firefighting organi-
zation. The fotlowing neasures may be mentio-
ned in this context:
- interconnection of fire-water systems;
- the utilization of existing emergency power

-.'-*l i ac.i4fvtrrut

- maintaining of a central store of extinS-
uishing equipment.

A thorough knowledge of the local- situation
is equally essential for the drafting of
action plans and a disaster contingency plan
(see section 10).

9.2 FIRE PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS AND,/OR

PLANTS

).2.1 Fixe prevention

Attention should be given to the following
points which are important for fire preven-
tion:
- the flammability of lhe construction materi-

als, taking into account the possible ab-
56rption of process mate-ials;

- the materials to be used in places where
the generation of sparks has to be avoided
or is undesirable (for exanple' prohibilion
of the use of aluminj-um paint on steel,
permanent electrical conductivity of floors);

- the design and location of ducts for smoke
or combustion gases;

- the instaflation of heating systemsl
- the installation and design of electrical

syst ems I

- the locating of gas storage- and distri-
bution systems;

- the provision of adequate ventilalion,
which may result in underpressure or over-
pressure;

- protection against lightning.

9.2.2 Personnef safety

In order to prevent or ninimize personal

-..r
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accidents in the event of fire, allowance
should be made for:
- the number, locatinn and dinensions of

exj-ts and emergency exits from roorns in the
building and from the building itself,
which should be adequate for the number of
people involved.
All-owance must be made for the fire risk of
each rooml

- the avoidance of dead-ends in corridors or
oall^-ì^-.

- the correct type, Iocation and swing of
doors I

- the non-slip qualities of floors and stairr
ways and the strength of handrails;

- the cl-ear indicati-on of emergency escape
routes and provision of emergency lighting;

- the materials used for emergency escape
routes, as regards their ffammability and/
or their ability to generate smoke and loxic
decomposit ion products.

!r2.J Restricting the spread of fire

The spread of fire can be reduced by:
- division into compartments, both horizontal

and verticalo making due aflowance for the
routing of pipework, air and ventilation
ducts, transport facilities, stairways,
lifts, expansion joints, etc.

Partition wal-fs should be designed to prevent
penetration by fire;
- dividing long escape routes into sections

by fitting fíre doors, smoke traps, etc.
- fitting liquid-retaining sills or sumps

which empty quickly and safely;
- fitting ventilation shafts with bafffes

which close autonatically in the event of
fire;

- providing for remote control of the ventila-
tion system from a safe placel

- adopting measures to prevent the propagalion
of fire to other buildings or plants. Some
ways in which this can be achieved are:
fitting fire doors or sprinkler curtains at'
both ends of essential bridges, connecting
tunnels, chutes, conveyor belts, pipe ducts,
etc.; fitting wire-reinforced windows; fit-
ting fireproof material or fire i,rafls; pr.o-
tecting roofs against fire (sparks), etc.

In addition to these measures, fire damage
can be mininized by:
- covering load-bearing members with fire_

proof o heat-insulating materials ;
- internal water-cooling of hollow load-

bearing structuresl
- instafling sprinkler systems, water screere,

static firefighting systems, etc.;
- providing adequate facilities for draining

fire waterl
- qinimizing smoke damage by fitting smoke

vents in stairways, sheds, working areas,
etc. The smoke vents nust be fitted at thecorrect locations and it must be possible
to open thern in case of fire.

9.] T'IRE FIGHTING ORGANIZATION

The fire fighting organization must be adap-
ted to suit the nature and extent of the
risk. Effectíve co-operation between the own
organization and the externaf auxiliary orga-
nizations is essential for effective fire
fight ing.

).J.1 Iask of the organization

The task of the own fire fighting organiza-
tion is to fight the fire from start to
flnlsh, or at least during the time between
the detection of the fire and the arrival
of the external auxiliary services.

).J.2 l(anpower

Both the manpower and the stock of fire-
fighting equipment availabfe to the own fire
service must be related to the nature of the
ri.sk and the firefighting equipment already
provided in the area in question. A sufficient
number of trained personnel should be present
at all times, depending on the shift system
worked at the plant.

!.1.1 Composition

The fire service personnel should be selec-
ted such that people with an expert know-
ledge of plant operations are availabfe when
fires occur.

!.!.4 System of com:rand in the internaf fire
servic e

The internal fire service should preferably
be commanded by people who are in a position
to have a broad view of the nature and ex_
tent of the risk, even in a fire emergency
s it uat i on.

9.3.5 Operalional command

An agreement should be reached in advance
between the internal fire service and any
external auxiliary units concerning opera_
tional conmand.

9.3.6 Communication

It is recomnended that communication systens
within each area should be adapted to óne rnorkeffectively in conjuction with another inorder to avoid delay in calling for assistance
and to prevent misunderstand.ings when inter_nal and external services are working to_

).J.1 Speci-af work

Iire prevention rneasures and, if necessary,
controf measures must be ad.opted beforecarrying out work which is olrtridu the normalproduction schedufe.
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9.4 FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM

The way in which the alarm is raised depends
on whether the fire is detected automati-
cally or otherwise. The staff should be given
thorough training on what to do if they detect
a fire and how to operate the rnanual alarm
systems (telephone, manual fire alarms).
In the case of automatlc fire alarm systems,
care should be taken to ensure that the
signal is transmitted and received reliably.

9.4.1 automatic fire ùetection

If an automatic fire deteclion system is used,
the method of delection (flame, smoke, tempe-
rature) should suit the location and nature
of the possible types of fire.

9.4.2 System-generated false alarrns

The alarm circuitry shouldbe designed such thal
system-generated false alarms are minimized.

9.4.J Environment-generaled false alarms

Environment-generated false alarrns resulting
from incorrect methods of detection or in-
correct afarm locations should be minimized.

!.1.4 RecepLion of a.Iarm signal

The signal from automatic fire alarm systems,
whether or not these are coupled to automatic
extinguishing systems, should be transrnitted
to a control unit located in a safe and
strategic place which is continuously nanned.

9.!.) -Lnternal alarms

Alarms to order evacuation of the staîf of a
department should be chosen specifically for
that department; they should be clearly
audible at alL limes (in spite of background
noise) and should l:e confined to the part of
the plant in question. An exlernal alarm rnay
be given if necessary, to guide fire service
personnel to the site of the fire.

9.4.6 Mobilization of industrial fi.re service

The signal mobilizing the fire service team(s)
should be such that it does not cause panic
or undue interest.

9.4.? CaJLs for external assistence

It is preferable to have a direct telephone
connection wilh the auxiliary services, in
addition to the normal telephone line.

!.4.8 Design and maintenance of equipnent

The construction, inspection, testing and
maintenance of equiprnent should be carried
out in accordance with the appllcable regu-
lat ions.
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9.5 CI,ASSIFICATION OT FIRES ACCORDING TO

EUROPEAN STANDARD EITZ OF 1973

The ability to ertirguish a fire depends on
one or more of the following actions of the
extinguishlng media:
- the interruplion in the supply of fuel-

(cover);
- the interruption in the supply of oxygen

(cover);
- cooling ol the fuel to below the ignition

temperature I
- negative catalysis (= inhibition oÎ bhe

combusti-on process);
- change in the rati-o of the flammable mix-

ture (fuel,/oxygen dilution).

The extinguishing media depending on their
extinguishing action are therefore suited
speciiically to extinguish flanmable materi-
als in certain categories.

9.5.1 Iire vrater

9.5.1.1 Source of fire water

Fire water may be drawn from:
- open waterl
- waterworks companiesl
- streams;
- tanks;
- slorage baslns (inct. cooling tower basins);
- combinations of the above.
In view of the fact that the supply of fire
viater must be guaranteed at all times, allo-
wance musl be made in selecting a soutce of
fire-extinguishing water for lhe possibility
of freezing, dryi-ng out, pollution, etc.

9.r.1.2 Volume of fire water

The volurne of fire water must be commensu-
rate with the fire risk; factors lo be taken
into account are fire load, rate of com-
bustion, spread of the fire, cooling of
equipment and tanks, etc.
Depending on the type of system (e.g. as a
part of the cooling watér suppty system), it
nust be possible to use the required amount
of fire-extinguishing water without restric-
ting the supply of cooling water to the plant
and equipment connected to the system. Refer
to 7.3.2 regarding the drainage of fire
water-

9.5.1 .3 Pressure

The supply pressure on the fire-extinguishing
water must be adequate to neet the nature and
extent of the fire risk (neignt of buitdings
or plants, safe distance for firefighting,
etc.)
It should be borne in mind that a certain
pressure is necessary for the proper opera-
tlon of permanenl extinguishing systems.
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9.r.1.4 Water mains for firefighting

The underground main for fire water must be
kept full at at1 times and maintained at a
slight over-pressure. Care must be taken to
ensure that the supply of sufficient fire-
extinguishing water is not interrupted. as a
resuft of power failure or a mechanical
defect in the pump and main system.

9.5.1.5 Location of water pumps

The location of the water pumps must be se-
lected such that the proper rlrorking of the
pumps is not affected in lhe event of fir.e-
Careful maintenance and thorough testing to
ensure correct operation is essential.

9.5.1.6 Pipework and ancillary equipment for
fire water

The following points nust be borne in mind
when designing pipework and ancilfary equip-
ment for fire water:
- the water should be supplied from two points

so that the supply is not interrupted when
parts of the systern are shut off;

- the pipework should preferably run under-
ground below the frost line;

- construction materiafs, protection and
desígn are dependent on the local terrain
c ondit i ons ;

- surface pipework must be protected against
mechanical damage, frost, fire and explo-
sions;

- surface and underground hydrants musl be
situated such that a sufficient number
of hydranls can be brought into use at al]
times;

- the spacing between hydrant shoul-d prefera-
bly not exceed 60 metres;

- underground hydrants should be marked so
that they can be located easily in al-l
weathers I

- suitabfe provisions nust be made to facili-
tate action by external auxifiary services
( for example, couplings) ;

- the location of pipework, hydrants, elc.
must be indicated on an accurate drawing
which is available on si.te.

9.5.1 .7 Permanent installati.on

fn addition to the systems described above,
sprinkler systerns may also be fitted. If the
systems are fed by the fire extinguishing
water supply, the vofune of water mentioneO
in 9.5.1.2 and the pipe work mentioned in
9.5.1.6 should be calculated accordingly.
The design and instalfation of the syÀtLms isgenerally governed by installation regula_
tions.

9.5.2 Eoan

In view of the fact that water is an importarú

constituent of fire fi.ghting foam, foam
systems must fuffil the same conditions(frost protection, location of pipework etc.)
as mentioned in 9.5.1.
o q , 4 m.-..^).t.L. t \.tpc

The type of foam (heavy, med.ium or light)
must be chosen to suit the nature and extent
of the risk.

9.5.2.2 Stability

The foam must not be affected by the mediurn
to be extinguished or by any other exting_
uishing media which may be used sirnultaneous_

si .s.r.r Erric iency

The means of applying an effective foam layer
depends on the medium to be extinguished, andsuitable provisions should be rnade according_
ly. The efficiency of the foan system should
preferably be determined by testing.

9.5.2.4 Storage tife

Foaming agents may in some cases have a
llmited life, especlally in the readv_to_use
condition. Regular checking for T6ài-JiTl-
mation, sedimentation, contanination, etc.,
of the foaming agent is essential.

9.5.2.5 Viscosity

The foam system rnust be designed such thatthe viscosity of the foaming agent does not
exceed the value indicated for thi-s agent
under any weather conditions.

9.5.2.6 Stoct<

The stock of foaming agent must be sufficlentto cover at least twice the largest area for
which foam extinguishing is required.

9.5.2.7 Capacity

f1 tle case of heavy foan, the capacity ofstatic foam systems should guru"rlly bL suchthat a foam layer 25 cm thiót can bà appliedto the whole of the area in question ii,1o
minut es .

9.5.2.8 Construction naterials and design

At the design stage and when selecting con_struction materials, allowance must b; úadefor the corrosive properties of water and
foam.

9.5.2.9 Drainage

As regards the drainage of foam, it shoul-d beborne in mind that foam presents no risk to
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the proper operation of waste water purif:.ca-
tion plants, oil traPs, etc.

9.5.J Powder

o(Zll1rrro/./.t. \ 'Jye

The lype of powder must be selected in accor-
dance with the category of the medium to be
extinguished.
A distinction is made between the following
categories of fire:
ertaonrrr A::i-:-9::rt-:
Fires involving solid materials of prlmarily
organic origin which generally become incan-
desc ent .

Category B

Fires involving tiquid materials or materials
which liquefy.
Category C

Fires involving gases.

Category D

Fires involving metals.

9.r.3.2 Stoppages

Suitable precautions must be taken with sta-
tic extinguishing systerns to prevent plug-
ging by excessively rapid build-up of gas
pr.u"trtu, condensation in the system, etc'

9.5.1.3 CapacitY

The capacity of static
fighting units should
ord.er of magnitude, at
gories B and C;

and mobile fire-
be of the following

least for fire cate-

9.5.4.1 Applications

In general, gas extinguishing systems are
primarily suitable for fighting fires in
enclosed spaces' because Saseous exting-
uishing media work principally by reducing
the oxygen content to below the peak value.
The peak value depends on both the exting-
rrishirq pas and on the mateîial to be
extinguished. One of the factors affecting
the choice of extinguishing gas is the pos-
sible occurrence of side-reactions which
rnay, in their turn, produce dangerous situa-
tions, such as the generation of static
electricity or the occurrence of undesired
chernical reactions with the material to be
ext inguished.

9.5.4.2 Health hazard of gaseous extinguidlirg
media

The use of gaseous extinguishing med-ia brings
with it the danger of asphyxiation. ft is not
only the gas itself which may be harmful to
health - its decomposition products may have
a similar effect.

9.5.4.1 operating delay

In spaces in which people work and fire pro-
tection ls provided by a gas extinguishj-ng
system, the functioning of the firefighting
system nust be proceeded by an alrrn. The
interval belween the alarm and the operation
of the system must be adequate to allow the
personnel to evacuate the area safely.

9.5.4.4 Gas requirement

The required rate gas depends largely on the
plant or object whi.ch the system protects,
and the stock of gas is determined on this

9.5.4.5 Construction naterials and design

The construction materials and design of the
firefighting system must make allolrance for
any corrosive properties of the extinguishing
medium. Low temperatures may also present pro-
blems.

9.5.4.6 Correct operation

It is essential to ensure that the extinguisb
ing system operates correctly at all tinies.
Important factors affecting this are:
the location, the temperature and the pres-
sure. Allowance should also benade for the
possibility of generation of static electri-
c ity.

9.5.5. Other extinguishing media

In addition to the above mentioned extinguish-
ing media, which are of a fairly general na-
ture and which may be taken to include

- in the case of surface
of at last 4 Ug/nz/sec.
bicarbonate Powder I

fires, a capacity
, based on sodium

- in the case of space fires, a capacity of
at least o.6 Ue/nj/sec, based on sodium
bicarbonate Powder.

9.r.t.+ br'ocK

The stock must be sufficient to maintain the
supply rate stated in 9.5-3-1 for at least
'1 O sec onds .

oqZqÒrrtnrrf/./.)./
The supply pipework must be designed to en-
sure that each spray nozzLe gives the same

output.

9.5.4 Gaseous extinguishing media

Gaseous extinguishing media may be dj-vided
into liquefied gases, coofed and compresserl
gases and. gases under working pressure.
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steam, there are other specific extinguishlng
media whose effect depends on one or rnore of
the properties descrÍbed above (water, foam,
powder, gas).
Dangerous side-effects (for exampte static
electricity, toxic vapours) or 1ow efficiency
of such extinguishing media will determine
whether a specific extinguishing medium is
necessary and which mediun is most suitable.
It should be pointed out that water is the
only effective mediurn in cases where ex-
plosive combustion processess can take place.

1O. GENERAL EMERGENCY PI,ANNING

1O.1 INTRODUCTION

If, despite all the measures that have been
taken, an emergency does ariseo it must be
possible to fall- back on established emer-
gency facilities and proced.ures, because in
an actual emergency situation there is no
time to devefop a plan of action to deal with
all- the possible consequences. Emergency pre-
cautions must undergo continuous revision in
line with changíng circumstances and all pos-
sible eventualities must be provided for
(see Section J). Suitalte precautions are:
- measures in case of an operational emer-

gency situation
- measures in case of escape of liquids and

gases
- measures in case of fire and explosion
- personal protective clothì-ng and equipment
- training and maintenace
- communicatíon systems
- briefing and employee infornation.

1 0.2 OPERAT]ONAL EMERGENCY S]TUATIONS

If serious operational anomalies cannot be
corrected by automatic or manual action, an
emergency situation may arise that demands
special countermeasures - if possible accor-
ding to a pre-determined plan. An exanple
of this is the situation in which a plant may
find itself in the event - despite all pre-
cautions - of failure of the cooling system
for the low-tenperature atmospheric storage
of liquefied gas.

1O.J ESCAPE OF IIQUIDS AND GASIS

Measures nust be taken to counteract the con-
sequences of a liquid or gas escape. The
plant must have contingency plans for such
emergency situations.
Exarnples:
- the escape of li-quid to surface water
- the escape of flammable or explosive gas

to atmosphere
- the escape of toxic gas.

V'/hat is the gas al-arm drill?
Are afl naked flames extinguished as part of
the procedure?
Are all sources of ignition renoved.?
fs traffic diverted?
Ts gas detection carried out etc.?
Is the alarm easily distinguished fron the
fire alarm?
Is there a readily visibfe wind sock to indi-
cate the appropriate direction of retreat?

10.4 FTRE AND EXPLOSION

Despite nunìerous precautions the risk of fire
and/or explosion cannot be exclud.ed. Quickaction is required if a fire or explosi.on is
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not to develop ínto a calanity.

Examples:
- is it possible to isolate a burning process

unit from neighbouring units?
- is it possible to rapidly cut off the sup-

p1y of ffammable liquids and deprorssurize
the burning unit?

10.5 PERSONAL PROTECTION

In addition to alI the regular personal
safety precautj-ons necessary under normal
circumstances, care nust be taken to ensure
that :

- there is a plan to safeguard personnel in
case of escape of toxic flammable gas
(closíng windows, extinguishing of naked
flames, indication of safe areas and if
necessary the appropriate routes to follow,
etc.)

- non-company personnel are províded with
the same safety facilities as regular staff
and are also aware of the procedure to
follow in case of emergency

- medicaf treatmenl facilitj-es are appropri-
ate to the risks associated with the plant
(number, situation and capacity).

10.6 TRAINING

Any emergency precautions are usefess unless
proper training is given to the peopÌe
Ìike1y to be involved (including external
emergency services).

10.7 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Essential to the effectj-veness of any erner-
gency measures are delegation of conmand- and
the proper functioning of the communication

Examples:
- is there an alarm and control centre from

which operations can be directed in an
emergency situation?

- and is there a back-up control centre in
case of failure of the first?

- are all telephone numbers and procedures
known relating to the local emergency
exchange and external emergency services
(fire brigade, police and medical services)i

Is there a system whereby it is possible to
obtain all the services by dialling only one
nurnber? Is there a separate telephone line?
- l,lhat back-up systems of conmunication are

there if the telephone fails? Are person-
nel familiar with the use of these systems
and do the systems function properly in
conjunctíon with each other?

1O.B BRIEFING AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Expert and clear inforrnation should be given
to publicity ned.ia.
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N.B.
Emergency plans require regular revision
the light of changing circumstances.
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APPENDIX 1.

Explosion Prevention

Introduc t ion

Physical explosion and chernical explosion

A distinction can be made between physical explosions and
chemical explosions.
The d.isruption of a boiler is an example of a physical
explosion.
A chenical explosion will cone about as a result of a
chemical reaction, releasing energy (heat) and hot, rnostly
gaseous reaction products.
An explosion prevention investigation with respect to a
chemical explosion will therefore be focussed in particular
on the chemical properties of the substance and thus on
the question of whether the substance can undergo conversion
associated with release of energy. Ior a demolishing effect
the velocity of energy release is decisive, as well as the
fact as to whether much gas will develop. The situation in
which the substance finds itself plays an irnportant part
herein.
The various types of explosion can be dlvided schernatically
as foÌlows.

Thermal Explosion
caused by self-
heating during
induction period

Honogeneous
Explosion
generat ed
concurrently
throughout
the mass

Explosion

Chemical
Explosion
caused by an
exothermal
cl:emical reaction

Physical
Explosion
caused by the
collapse of a
pressure vessel

llet erogene ous
Explosion
propagat ing
reaction zone

Phot ochernic a1
Explosion caused or
accelerated by light

Explosive Burning
caused by local
ignition mostly by heat;
subsonic propagation

Detonation caused. by
locaÌ ignition, rnostly
by shock; supersonic
propagat ion
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Much damage by explosíons can be largely
prevented by applying appropriate measures
and provisions, a number of which will be
broadly treated in this appendix. For the
quantitative effects of explosions reference
is made to expert establishrnents in this
fie ld.

1. TYPES OF CHEMICAT, EXPLOSION

1.'ì Thermal explosion

Self-heating takes place when a substance is
stored or processed at such a ternperature that
the heat development - caused by chemícal
reactions of the substance - exceeds the
heat dissipation. If self-heating only occurs
locally in the substance (e.g. in a solid) a
fire or a deflagration (explosive burning,
see 2.2) may ensuer
In the case of homogeneous self-heating (e.g.
in a liquid) the self-heating rnay give rise
to a thermal explosion whereby alle the sub-
stance reacts simultaneously and at the same

Tile effect of a thermal explosion depends to
a large extent on the nature of the situation.
,I.2 EXPLOSIVE BURNING (DEFLAGRAT]ON)

If a local reaction is brought about by
heating a substance and this reaction is
capable of sustaining itself by forming a
reaction zone - which propagates through the
substance without alr or oxygen being required
during this propagation - then this pheno-
menon is called explosive burnlng or defla-
gration of the substance. The reacti-on zone
propagates through the substance by means of
heat transfer. The rate at which this takes
place is called the llnear burning rate.
This linear burning rate increases with pres-

Explosive burning, whlch in open air often
looks like an trordinarytr, fire, can be ex-
tinguished by a drastic cooling of the reac-
tion zone (e.g. with water), buL not by the
exclusion of air.

Special attention is meritted with respect
tó explosive burning of a gas/air or dust/air
mixture, called a gas explosion and a dust
explosion respectively.
In nost cases this concerns a mixture of an
inflammable gasr vapour or dust, and air.
l/e distinguish a lower and an upper explosion
limit. Below the lower explosion limit there
is a lack of inflammable material, whereas
above the upper explosion limit flame pro-
pagation i-s no longer possible either, owing
to the inhibiting action of the excess fuel.
Th e explosive region lies between the
explosion limits. The ninirnum energy required
for the ignition of an explosive gas/alr'
vapour/air or dust/air mixture is called
the minimum ignition energy. An additional
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inazard of a dust explosion lies in the possi-
bility of the pressurewave of a primary explo-
sion whirling up dust elsewhere so that
another dust,/air mixture is formed which is
ignited by the flame of the primary explosion.
The effects of these socalled secondary ex-
plosions are often disastrous.

1.f DETONATION

If a focal reaction in a substance is brought
about by a shock and this reaction can sustain
itself by the formation of a reaction zone
which propagates through the substance at
supersonic speed then this phenomenon is cal-
led a shockwave. The reaction zone is propa-
gated through the substance by neans of this
shockwave. The rate at which this takes place
is called the detonatíon velocity. A distinc-
tion is to be rnade between detonability and
sensitivity to detonation. The effect of a
detonation is invariably highly destructive,
which destroying effect is utilized in ex-
plosives. In the surrounding air a shock
uave conÌes about which is manifested as a
bang.
In some cases a transition from a deflagration
into a detonation may take place, also in the
case of gas and dust explosions.

2. EXPLOSION PREVENTION

2.1 PREVENTION OT' PHYSICAL EXPLOS]ONS

A vessel or a pipelíne containing a material
under high pressure may suddenly collapse
although conslderations based on the conven-
tional theory of strenglh of materiafs do not
give cause for this. This lype of explosion
can be avoid.ed by taking measures to prevent
inltiation of low-stress fractures in the
material. An alternative solution is to
select a material in which progression is
limited once a fracture has been iniliated.
Attention should be paid in this case to
possible rnetal deterioration by welding,
aging, temperature fluctuations, neutrons
radiation etc., and to the effect of creep,
fatigue, corrosion etc.

2.2 PREVENTION O!' THERMAL EXPLOSIONS

Thermal explosions can be prevented by taking
care that the ternperature of the substance
remaíns at all times below the socalled cri-
tical temperature (e.g. TLazard. of exposure to
direct radiation of the sun). By critical
temperature is meant the tenperature at which
the heat generation vs. temperature curve
meets the heat loss vs. temperature curve.
In addition flegmatizers may be add.ed to the
sub st anc e .

2.J PREVENTION OF EXPLOSIVE BURNING (INCLUDING
GAS AND DUST EXPLOSIONS)

Explosive burning can be avoided by taking



care that the substance is not subject to
l-oca1 heating (includíng heat of friction,
for instance). Gas and dust explosions can
be avoided by takingcare to prevent the
occurrence of expÌosive concentrations
(e.g. by dosing an inert Bas), and by elimi-
nating ignition sources that are strong
enough to supply at least the rninimum igni-
tion energy of the explosive mixture.
trrlhen eliminating ignition sources heed should
also be given to
- the hazard of build-up of static electrici-

- the possíbility of mechanical sparksl
- the transport of glowlng particles from

elsewhere in the install-ation.

2.4 THE PREVENTION oF DETONAT]ONS

Detonation can be avoided by ensuring that
the substance is not subjected to shock load.
Apart from this, addition of an inert sub-
stance (flegmatizer) may render the substance
less sensitive to detonation, or may even
yieÌd a product that is not drtonable at all.

f. IIMITATION OT' TI{E E!'FECTS OF EXPLOSIONS

Despite all preventive measures the occurren-
ce of explosions cannot be entirely ruled
out. If, contrary to expectation, an explo-
sion should. occur, then it is necessary to
suppress the developing explosion when and
wherever possible by means of, for instance,
explosion suppression systenrs and mechanical
flame arrestors. ff this is not feasibleo
destruction of the install-ati.on in which the
explosion takes place is to be prevented at
all costs. The fact is, that as a consequence
of the rapid. pressure build-up and the
resul-tant explosion pressure certain parts
of an installation or of a build.ing are
subject to forces that go far beyond. the
design values. This often results in the
collapse of the construction, with the possi-
bility of severe injurey or loss of life.
In many cases use can be nade of relj-ef de-
vices which at a sudden pressure increase
will rapidly allow so large an opening that
the pressure in the installation or in the
room will not exceed the pressure that the
construction can withstand. Examples are
explosion d.oors ín boilers, bursting panels
ín chemical installtions, and blow-out walfs
and roofs of light constructj-on in factories
and simifar buildings. Proper functioning
of these refief devices is governed by the
pressure-time history of the explosion, the
surface of the relief opening, the collapse
pressure of the relief device and the capa-
city and the strength of the instaflation
inside the factory.
In particular safety measures are to be taken
to protect personnel in the direct neigh-
bourhood, especially operators ln, for in-
stance, control roohs, against the effects

of possible explosions.
The measures may vary - .depending on the
situation - from installing speci.al glass in
special rebates, to the construction of
completely explosionproof control rooms.
Equipment in the neighbourhood of a potenti-
ally d.angerous situation could be protected
by erecting an explosion wall that is capable
of withstanding the rnaximum expected load
to be expected.
Rooms and parts of equipment in which there
is a potential explosion hazard should be
kept separated as far as possible (fire-doors
rotary valves etc. ).
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APPENDIX 2. INSTRUMENTA], AND SELF-ACTING
SAFEGUARDS

1. INTRODUCTION

Instrumental and self-acting safeguards.-
should be regarded as a necessary contribu-
tion to safeiy. Wherever possible preference
should be givLn to self-acting safeguards'
As a weapon agairrst pressure transgressron a

setf-acting ttf"gttttd can not yet be onitted'
-q" . fot wàt"r lével protection, in for in-
stance boílers' only L"g"t "ot"" 

are self-
acting safeguards-
As a ieans against temperature transgressron
a self-acting safeguard is rarely suitable'
OnIy in those cases where lt is a question
of laturated vapour wilt it be feasible to
prevenl temperalure transgression by means of
a safety valve.

Tn marv chemica-L processes, however' instru-
;;"1;i"p-otectjonl i.". a orotcctive acbion
bv devÍces consequential to inpulses of
tÉ".""i"e instrutienLs, is a necessit^y' This
ís either because no self-acting safeguard
can be devised, or because human interven-
tion would be too slovi'

In special cases it may be useful - in order
lo piut"r.t major process interruptions or
emiisions - to instafl instrumental protec-
tion togettrer vrith self-acting safeguarding
syst ens.

2. BASIC PHI],OSOPHY

The purpose of cotrtrol technique in lhe pro-
cess'inàustry is to keep operating condi-
tions wilhin Preset limits'

2.1 The narrowest limits apply to the condi-
tions for normal operations' Autonatic
control systems endeavour to retain these

2.2 Tine widest admissible limits (transgres-
sion of which presents a hazard or a sub-

"t"r.ti"f loss) are retained by safeguarding
syst ems .

2.J Tine coincidence of conditions that would

teaA to both an inadmissible l1mit trans-
gression and fallure of a safeguarding system

àould result in a catastrophe' It is necessa-
ry to red.uce this coincidence probabifitv to
an acceptable order of magnitude'

2.4 Instrumental devices r';hich further redu-
ce the probability of coincidence are:
- si8nalising
- selection controls
- timit controls
- locking devices
They conJtitute a defence line between norna-L

operation and the final safeguard'
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2.5 There are additional reasons for applyi'ng
ihÉ r".tt. mentioned under 2'4 wherever possi-
ble. First of all it may be undesirable to
rely on just one line of defence' In the

"""ota 
piace the initiation of a safeguard

"otfa 
gi"" cause to a d'rastic change in condi-

tions ihich is preferably avoided' Thirdly
ih" ty"t"*. mentioned under 2'4 may reduce
production loss.

2.6 A multil}e execution (uniustly call-ed

"àa,rttartt"y)- 
is a means of substantially in-

creasing àependability and decreasing coin-

"id"r."""ptoúabi1ity. 
However, together with

it " t""tt-tti"tl benefits. The economic aspects
have to be considered.

2.1 Broadly speaking it ls wrong a safeguar-
ding problem as a summation of individ'ual'
incidental Problems.
As with every problem assocíated with process
control one Lnouta regard the safeguarding of
the system as a coordinated system'

Z.B tn addition tol 2.1 it is essential that
every process design is proceeded by a

tfrorouiti study of all possible conditions
that cóuld give cause to hazardous coinci-
dences; thiÀ stud"y is cafled a disturbance
analysis.
The 

-reasoning that has led to lhe outcome

of the analysis must be documented'

,. ORGANIZATIONAL GUIDELTNES

J.1 Since an alteration may entail a change

í" tfl." system, the consequence of each change

nust be Lhecked by means of a d.isi:urbance
analysis. Here too reporting is necessary'

J.2 Tvery instrumental safeguard.ing and
.;-.,r'isìno svslem should be accornpanied by

Ia àocumented and systenatically arrangec
nhenllins svstem. The instrumental safeguarding
system éno"fa be so designed as to enable

"Lecks. 
When checking the instrumental safe-

guarding systern safe operability should be

ensured.

J.J Technícal guidelines for designing safe-
-graraing and signalising systens are.indis-
i""""lfé. The aim hereby should be simplicity
'and standardization which by homogeneity and

clarity will diminish the probabili-ty of
fautty design, execution, operation and
t e st ing.

3-4 The whole shoulo be accompanied by
itgantzatloneLl neasures to secure a proper
fuictioning of the entire system, which may

be laid down in guidelines and instructions'
The responsibility for observing these should
lie in ihe hiera"chic 1íne of the prod'uction
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j.J Every intervention or change in the
safeguarding or signalising system should be
documented as to time, date and place, and
provid.ed with a signature. This applies first
and foremost to taking out of commission for
checking purposes.

3.6 lt is desirable that the documentation of
all process safeguarding systems is within
reach of all concerned.

4. tncnttrcal cUTDELTNES

4.t rmstnuunNTAl. SAFEGUARDTNG

4.1.1 More so than in the case of process
control reliabil-ity, quality and accuracy
shoufd be leading principles in the selection,
design and execution of instrumental safe-
guarding systems.

4.1.2 The question whether a multiple systern
is more efficient and cheaper than a single
system must be avluated in each case.
Multiple systems offer the possibility of
quicker, better and less frequent checks
(saving in cost) with, in addítion, increased.
dependability.

4.1.3 nvery instrumental safeguard,. should be
investigated whether it has to be self-
resetting or not.

4.f.4 ey preference the normally energised
system shoufd be applied for j-nstrumental
safeguarding systems.
When the normally energised system is applied
this should be at least as reliable as an
alternative nornally energised systern.

4.1.5 "Fail-saferr solutions shoul-d be pre-
ferenbially selected.

4.2 ALARM SYSTEMS AND SIGNALIZING SYSTEMS

4.2.1 tn a centralised control system optical
signalisation is necessary in order to
- distinguish and localize abnormal conditions
- indicate in what operating condition the

process is.

4.2.2 Each transition frorn a normaf to an ab-
normal condition detected by the signalising
system should be indicated by an optical
signal, whether or not in conjunction with
an acoustic one. Only after it has been
established what abnormal condition has
actuated the signal, may the signal be
removed. As long as the nornal condition
has not been resuned the abnormal condition
should remain visible in the signalising
syst em.

4.2.3 tne signalising systern should coniprise
the folfowing possibilities
- with intricate process control it is effi-

cient to be abfe to trace the first signal

f rom a series ( socalled rrf irst uprr signal-)
- thisrrfirst uprrsignal nnust not be caincel-

]ed due to other actions in the control or
signalising system.

- each fault signal should have its own indi-
cator lamp

- each indicator lanip should. be furnished wíth
its own naneplate indicatíng its function

- each signal should be provided with its own
switch or push button (this means in prac-
tice that the indicator lamp is to be in-
corporated in the switch or in the push
button);

- there should be a provision to run a quick'
and easy check on all indicator lamps.

4.2.4 fne sequential order of the optical
signalising syslem should be clear and un-
anbiguous.

4.f LocKrNG SYSTEMS

4.1.1 If the coincidence of certain actions
or conditions constitute a ]nazard or may give
cause to serious material damage, such coinci-
dence must be prevented by applying (inter)
locking systems.

4.J.2 Lockíng systems should be conveniently
and logically arranged, and in addition it
should be a sirnple procedure to check their
functions.

4.J.j Sonetimes locking systems and lnstru-
mentaf safeguarding systems prevent processes
from being put into operation. In nearly all
those cases it is necessary to teniporarily
circumvenl, short, or block the circults in
question, in brief to discontinue the normal
functions temporarily. Preferably such a
blocking of the function should be autornati-
cally removed as soon as this is possible;
thus automalically restoring the nornal
function. An acceptable alternative is to
discontinue the functi.on by pushing a button
whose release wlll immediately restore the
normal function.
The blocking of a normal function wilf invari-
ably have to be nade clearly recognizable.

4. 4 lunrHrn RECOMMENDATTONS

4.4.t tn intrlcate systems - such as the com-
bination of signalising, instrumental safe-
guarding and locking - by and large provi-
sions will have to be made to facilitate the
tracing of faults.

4.4.2 When checking instrumental safeguarding
systems of installations that are in operation
problems will arise; this is particuì-arly true
if the normally energised system has been
applied.
Designs whereby a temporary blocking can
easily be applied and forgotten are odious.
If the necessi-ty of frequent checks is known
in advance due account is to be taken of this
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from the outset; 1 out of 2 and 2 oul" of J
systems nay offer a solution in this respect.
lJhen an instrumental safeguarding system is
out of operati.on this should be made clearly
rec ognisable.

4.4.7 eutting instrurnental safeguarding and
signalasing circuits out of operation should
preferably be done from a central point. The
best place for this is the control room. The
systems should be so designed that they can-
not easily be put out of commission by un-
authorized persons (further see J.4 and
z r\).)/.
4.4.4 ffre safeguarding action following a
comrnand from a safeguarding measuring circuit
is carried out by a control device(solenoid
valve, quick acting valve, motor switch).
This controt device must never be bfocked in
its operation.
Constructions promoting such blocking - such
as handwheels that can be d.isengaged - are
prohibited here for this reason.

4.4.5 nven more attention has to be paid to
the availability and quality of the requisite
electric supply and pneumati-c feed to safe-
guarding systems than to provisions for nor-
nal process control.
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